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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Transcription is one of the most important cellular processes. Information that is encoded by DNA in the form of genes is copied into RNA that is later – in most cases –
translated into a protein sequence. This flow of information represents the central dogma
of molecular biology (Crick 1970). Due to its importance it is heavily regulated at multiple
levels with a series of intricate and interconnected steps. Mutations affecting the regulation
of transcription often lead to reduced fitness of the organism, sometimes resulting in lethal
phenotypes. However, altered regulation of transcription is not always detrimental and, importantly, at longer time scales it is regulatory divergence that is one of the main sources for
evolutionary phenotypic divergence (Carroll 2005). For example, physiological differences
between human and chimpanzees are not just a consequence of differences in protein-coding genes but also arise due to divergence in gene expression and thus, regulatory divergence
(Khaitovich et al. 2005).
The complexity of transcriptional regulation was proposed to correlate with morphological complexity of organisms (Levine and Tjian 2003; Carroll 2005; Lang et al. 2010).
An increase in the number of regulators, for example transcription factors, exponentially increases the potential for combinatorial regulation of expression. Thus, to understand
evolution of organisms as well as their biology, understanding the evolution of regulatory
mechanisms is of utmost importance. The reverse is also true: studying evolution of regulatory mechanisms can aid in determining their function. For example, finding conserved
sequences in regulatory regions of orthologous genes (phylogenetic footprinting) aids in the
discovery of the transcription factor binding sites that are otherwise notoriously difficult to
predict.
The most significant discoveries in the evolution of transcriptional regulation have been
made in human as well as in model organisms such as yeast, fruit fly and mouse. In plants
it arguably received less attention even though it is not only interesting for fundamental
insights into evolutionary change, but also because of the practical insights, e.g. for crop
breeding. Understanding evolution of regulatory mechanisms is essential to reliably transfer
knowledge from model organisms to crop species and to breed and understand the emergence of novel phenotypes.
In this thesis, I describe four studies on both evolution and function of plant regulatory
mechanisms. In Chapter 1 I outline the basic mechanisms of transcriptional regulation.
Focusing on plants, I summarize the current knowledge on the mechanisms that will be of
further interest in the following four research chapters. I first introduce DNA-based regulation, elaborating on transcription factor binding sites and conserved non-coding sequences.
I continue with chromatin-based regulation, selecting only few of the chromatin modifications that are the most important for regulation of transcription. The described regulatory
mechanisms are once again discussed in the last section, this time from an evolutionary
perspective.

Chapter 1

REGULATION OF TRANSCRIPTION
The key steps of eukaryotic transcription are well established. The pre-initiation complex, a protein complex that also contains the RNA polymerase II (Pol II), docks at the
transcription start site (TSS) and subsequently initiates transcription of a gene. However,
transcription is highly regulated long before Pol II is recruited to the TSS. To dynamically
and precisely direct transcription, organisms employ regulation at several inter-connected
levels, ranging from signals encoded in the DNA, RNAs, a large repertoire of transcription
factors that bind to distinct DNA sequences, and, importantly, the chromatin structure.
The basic building block of chromatin, the structure that eukaryotic cells use to store
and organize DNA in the nucleus, is the nucleosome (Fig. 1A). A nucleosome consists of 147
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Figure 1. From nucleosomes to genes.
(A) DNA (black string) is tightly wrapped around histone proteins, forming nucleosomes (gray cylinders), in order to be stored in the nucleus. Regulation of gene (gray boxes denote exons of a gene)
expression occurs at long distances via enhancers (yellow box) and silencers (not shown) as well
as proximally via transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs; blue, green and pink boxes). TSS, transcription start site. An orange C-shaped transcription factor (TF) is shown binding to its binding
site on the DNA. (B) Histone proteins, an integral part of nucleosomes, have an N-terminal end that
protrudes outside (gray lines). These tails are modified with different covalent modifications (pink,
green and yellow shapes). DNA itself can also be methylated (blue triangles).
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Chapter 1
bp of DNA, wound around a complex of eight histone proteins: two copies of each H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4. Histones have a globular C-terminal end that forms the nucleosome core
and an N-terminal end that is protruding outwards and can be covalently modified by different enzymes. These enzymes add methyl or acetyl groups, ubiquitin molecules or a variety of
other modifications (Fig. 1B) (Tan et al. 2011). Histone modifications influence chromatin
properties (e.g. make DNA more or less accessible to other proteins) or serve as docking
sites for other proteins to induce new downstream events, thereby playing important roles
in regulation of transcription, recombination, DNA repair and other processes (reviewed in
Kouzarides 2007). Next to histone modifications, DNA methylation is the second type of
chromatin modification that is involved in the regulation of transcription. I discuss some of
the more important chromatin modifications later in this chapter.

DNA-LEVEL REGULATION
Apart from encoding proteins, the DNA also encodes a variety of regulatory signals that
heavily influence the transcription of genes. These regulatory signals enable or repress transcription via protein binding. In the classic model, a protein – transcription factor (TF) –
binds to its transcription factor binding site (TFBS) and recruits other proteins, for example
other TFs or the pre-initiation complex. These DNA-encoded regulatory signals can be classified based on their proximity to the gene that they are acting on. While TFBSs are found
in the promoters of genes, enhancers and silencers are involved in long-range interactions,
and can be found several kilobases away from the gene (reviewed in Lenhard et al. 2012).

Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs)
The model eukaryotic promoter has been generally divided into the proximal part, up
to a few hundred bases away from the TSS, and the distal part, which can be as much as several kilobases away (Fig. 1A). The proximal part contains TFBSs. TFBSs are bound by TFs,
proteins that cooperate to recruit or repress the pre-initiation complex in order to initiate
or prevent transcription. Because of their important regulatory role and clear causal relationship between their DNA binding and ultimately transcription (or repression thereof ),
TFs as well as their binding sites have received an enormous amount of attention. While the
concept of TFs and TFBSs is straightforward, in practice it is difficult to identify functional
TFBSs at a genome-wide scale by using bioinformatic methods only. The identification is
mainly hampered by two properties: TFBSs are generally short (4-12 bp) and degenerate, i.e.
small deviations from the consensus binding sequence do not necessarily hinder the binding
of the transcription factor. Because of the shortness and degeneracy of TFBSs there is a high
probability of finding numerous instances of matching sequences in the genome. However,
not every matching sequence represents a functional TFBS. Not only computational but
also experimental methods can uncover TFBSs without a functional role (Graur et al. 2013).
Full data integration and small scale experiments can establish the biological function of the
binding of a TF to a specific site.

Chapter 1
A number of increasingly high-throughput approaches have been developed for de novo
TFBS identification. Well-established experimental in vitro methods such as SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) (Tuerk and Gold 1990) or protein
binding microarrays (PBMs) (Bulyk et al. 1999; Mukherjee et al. 2004) but also in vivo
methods such as Dam-ID (van Steensel and Henikoff 2000; van Steensel and Dekker 2010),
ChIP-chip (Ren et al. 2000), and ChIP-seq (D.S. Johnson et al. 2007; Robertson et al.
2007) are regularly applied. Computational methods look for overrepresented sequence motifs in the promoter regions of subsets of genes. The subsets are based on promoters of genes
that are assumed to be regulated by the same (or orthologous) TF, either because they share
similar expression patterns, or because they are upstream of orthologs and thus are expected
to have retained their expression patterns and regulation. The two approaches, co-expression
analysis and phylogenetic footprinting, as well as the combination of both, have been used
in a variety of species (Haberer et al. 2006; van Noort and Huynen 2006; Vandepoele et al.
2006; Seidl et al. 2012). Previously identified TF binding motifs can be found in databases
such as JASPAR (Mathelier et al. 2014) and TRANSFAC (Matys et al. 2006). Once TFBSs
have been established, diferent algorithms can scan genomes for the known TF binding
motifs and report locations of matching sequences.
TFBSs range from ubiquitous and relatively well-conserved in most species, such as the
TATA box and the Inr element, to those that are lineage- or species-specific (Lenhard et al.
2012). The set of TFBSs has been relatively well described in model organisms such as baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), as well as human,
using combinations of in silico and experimental approaches (ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). In contrast, the plant field is lagging behind. While in silico methods have been
widely used (see citations above), only lately several case studies described the TFBSs of important developmental regulators such as LEAFY (LFY) (Winter et al. 2011) and ARF (Boer
et al. 2014). A recent in-depth analysis of Pol II binding to plant promoters revealed that the
majority of promoters does not contain TATA elements but other TFBSs instead (Morton
et al. 2014). Despite this difference in TFBSs, the basic structure of promoters likely does
not differ significantly between plants and animals. In both clades, promoters with more dispersed binding of Pol II correspond to housekeeping genes and those with well-defined Pol
II binding positions belong to genes whose expression is tissue- or timing-specific (Lenhard
et al. 2012; Morton et al. 2014).
A TF usually regulates the expression of more than one gene, and conversely, genes are
usually targeted by several TFs. To further understand the regulatory complexity encoded
within a genome, TFs and the genes they regulate (their targets) can be integrated into a
transcriptional regulatory network. This has been extensively performed in S. cerevisiae (Lee
et al. 2002), revealing basic properties of such global networks. Multicellular organisms
tend to have larger genomes and therefore larger regulatory networks. Different parts of the
regulatory network are active in different tissues, forming smaller subnetworks. Therefore a
sensible approach was to model these smaller, context-dependent subnetworks. Combining
TF binding and expression data resulted in many small and large scale animal and plant
regulatory networks (Vandepoele et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2011; Araya et al. 2014). However,
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transcriptional regulatory networks are more complex than just the relationship between
TFs and their binding sites, and additional regulatory levels such as chromatin also need to
be incorporated into the networks.
Clusters of TFBSs that promote gene expression in a complex manner at greater distances are called enhancers. Described primarily in animals, enhancers are able to function
regardless of distance and orientation by looping of DNA that brings the enhancer closer
to the regulated genes, with the help of specific proteins (reviewed in Bulger and Groudine
2011; Spitz and Furlong 2012; Shlyueva et al. 2014). Silencers, as their name suggests,
act similarly to enhancers but with the opposite downstream effect. The identification of
enhancers is similar to that of TFBSs, but also incorporates other signatures such as combinations of specific histone modifications, binding by proteins such as p300, higher DNA accessibility when in active state, and Pol II binding as some enhancers are actively transcribed
themselves (Heintzman et al. 2007; De Santa et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010). In plants, longrange intra chromosomal interactions have been found (Feng et al. 2014) but it is unclear
whether they play a role of enhancers or function in a different process.

Conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) and ultraconserved elements
(UCEs)
Phylogenetic footprinting methods uncovered not only TFBSs but also longer conserved noncoding stretches of DNA. These sequences, named conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) in plants and ultraconserved elements (UCEs) in animals, received their
name not because of the function that they perform. Instead, they are a catch-all term
for highly conserved syntenic DNA sequences within non-coding regions. Conservation
can be defined between orthologs (among different genomes) or paralogs (within the same
genome). The age of duplication or speciation event that gave rise to the genomes that are
compared as well as the method itself have been proven to greatly influence the identified
sequences.
Animal UCEs are, as the name suggests, extremely well conserved. When comparing
the genomes of mouse, rat and human, nearly 500 UCEs of 100% identity over 200 bp were
identified (Bejerano et al. 2004). Similarly, two comparisons of the human and pufferfish
genomes revealed nearly 3,600 and 1,400 highly conserved but shorter sequences (Sandelin et al. 2004; Woolfe et al. 2004), of which the majority are localized in the vicinity of
developmentally important or regulatory genes. Some UCEs were later determined to be
transcribed (Calin et al. 2007), involved in alternative splicing (Lareau et al. 2007; Ni et al.
2007) or to act as enhancers (Woolfe et al. 2004; Pennacchio et al. 2006). Using different
approaches and different genomes, even more UCEs have been discovered (reviewed in
Elgar and Vavouri 2008) however their function (and thereby the reason for their extremely
high conservation) is still enigmatic.
Somewhat similar to UCEs in animals, CNSs in plants are generally shorter and less
conserved (Reneker et al. 2012) (Fig. 2). For example, comparison of A. thaliana and grape-
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vine (Vitis vinifera) genomes yielded 36 CNSs with at least 85% similarity and at least 55
bp in length (Kritsas et al. 2012). The split between A. thaliana and V. vinifera took place
roughly 115 million years ago (MYA), which is more than the 75 MYA human-mouse split
but less than 450 MYA human-fish (Elgar and Vavouri 2008). Given the shorter divergence
time, the lower level of conservation of plant CNSs compared to UCEs in animals is surprising.
Different methods for sequence similarity search, the number of compared species and
the evolutionary distance between the species all influence the level of conservation of the
CNSs (Freeling and Subramaniam 2009; de Velde et al. 2014). For example, a comparison
of more dicot species (A. thaliana, papaya (Carica papaya), poplar (Populus trichocarpa) and
V. vinifera) by using different search methods than above resulted in nearly 2,000 CNSs but
with even lower similarity (Baxter et al. 2012). A similar number of CNSs was found in
comparison of four grass species (Kritsas et al. 2012). Intriguingly, a phylogenetically narrow comparison of nine Brassicaceae species revealed 90,000 CNSs (Haudry et al. 2013).
Widening the species selection to include both monocots and dicots reduced the number
of shared CNSs to only 18 (D’Hont et al. 2012). Relaxing the requirements for length or
conservation levels of the CNSs would result in blurring the difference between CNSs and
any non-coding region under purifying selection, for example a single TFBS.
In addition to the above described inter-species comparisons, CNSs were also identified between paralogous regions of the A. thaliana genome. The A. thaliana genome shows
evidence of multiple whole genome duplications (WGDs). These events result in two copies
of every genomic region that subsequently diverged in sequence. Therefore, CNSs within
the same genome can also pinpoint functional sites. Interestingly, such paralogous CNSs
are not evenly distributed among genes as most genes have no CNSs and some have more
than 10 (Thomas et al. 2007). This skewed distribution of A. thaliana CNSs was later more
thoroughly explored. Genes with large intergenic regions that are rich in CNSs also differ
Arabidopsis thaliana

AT1G33280.1

Arabidopsis lyrata
Citrus sinensis
Populus trichocarpa
Vitis vinifera

Figure 2. Orthologous CNSs.
Aligning orthologous sequences to the A. thaliana genome reveals different levels of conservation
that are shown by the height of the plot. Coding regions (dark gray) tend to be the most highly
conserved and non-coding regions (light gray) show lower level of conservation. Phylogenetic tree
on the left shows the evolutionary relationships between species used for the pairwise alignment
with A. thaliana. A. lyrata sequences are too similar for discovery of CNSs. However, the other three
species consistently show a conserved non-coding region (black arrow), a CNS. Right panel with
conservation levels was obtained from Vista (Frazer et al. 2004).
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from other CNS-associated genes. They are enriched in functions such as transcriptional
regulation and response to external stimulus. They were named bigfoot genes, reflecting
their large footprints in sequence alignments (Freeling et al. 2007).
The function of the majority of plant CNSs is unknown. However, the CNSs display
some functional trends. They are rich in TFBSs and located in proximity to developmentally
important genes (Freeling et al. 2007; Baxter et al. 2012; Haudry et al. 2013). In particular,
bigfoot genes are enriched in transcription factors and genes with other regulatory functions
(Freeling et al. 2007). Genes with CNSs tend to be expressed at lower levels (Spangler et al.
2012). While trying to connect some of these trends and genomic properties, we find that
the genes with CNSs are also associated to the histone modification H3K27me3 (Chapter
3).

CHROMATIN-LEVEL REGULATION
Expression is also regulated at the level of chromatin. On the contrary to TF binding,
which is transient, chromatin modifications are more long-lived. Chromatin-level regulation
of transcription consists of several mechanisms that have in the past few years garnered significant attention, mostly due to the development of whole-genome analysis methods. One
such chromatin-level mechanism is nucleosome positioning that influences accessibility of
DNA for TFBSs and pre-initiation complex as transcription cannot occur in condensed
chromatin (reviewed in Jiang and Pugh 2009). A special class of TFs, called pioneer TFs,
contribute to accessibility of promoters and enhancers by evicting nucleosomes (reviewed in
Magnani et al. 2011; Zaret and Carroll 2011). Some of the histone proteins that constitute
nucleosomes are encoded in the genome as several variants that are associated to various
parts of the chromatin based on structure or function, e.g. with centromeres, or with actively transcribed genes and DNA repair (reviewed in Talbert and Henikoff 2010; Deal and
Henikoff 2011). An additional level of regulation of expression consists of chromatin modifications, i.e. histone modifications, and DNA methylation, i.e. methylation of cytosine
nucleotides in the DNA.
Chromatin modifications are often grouped under the umbrella term epigenetic modifications. Epigenetics describes information that is inherited during cell division (either
mitosis or meiosis) but is not encoded in the DNA: therefore, above or on top (“epi-”) of genetics. The alternative definition does not condition the term on inheritance, and the topic is
controversial (Bird 2007; Kouzarides 2007; Bonasio et al. 2010; Burggren and Crews 2014).
However, to avoid misunderstanding I will refer to the modifications as chromatin modifications, without any implications for inheritance. Chromatin modifications are also part of
expression regulation as they influence the packing of the DNA, thereby making it more or
less accessible to proteins, or by functioning as binding sites for other proteins and thereby
acting as a signal for other downstream events. As chromatin modifications are the focus of
this thesis, I will discuss chromatin modifications with the largest effect on transcriptional
regulation, both histone modifications and DNA methylation.

Chapter 1

DNA (cytosine) methylation
Cytosine methylation is a conserved mechanism that has been observed in plants, animals and some fungi (Zemach and Zilberman 2010). It is well known for its repressive
effect on transcription of genes as well as transposable elements. In plants, DNA methylation occurs in three different sequence contexts: CG, CHG and CHH, where H stands for
any nucleotide but G (Feng et al. 2010). In A. thaliana, the three methylation contexts are
catalyzed by different enzymes. De novo DNA methylation occurs via RNA-directed DNA
methylation (RdDM) (Wassenegger et al. 1994; reviewed in Law and Jacobsen 2010; and
(Matzke and Mosher 2014) that involves Pol IV and Pol V, two Pol II-related plant-specific
polymerases, and members of the RNA interference pathway (DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3)
and ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4)). At the end of this pathway, DOMAINS REARRANGED
METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2), the de novo DNA methyltranferase, performs de
novo methylation in all sequence contexts. In contrast, maintenance of DNA methylation in
symmetric contexts is performed by DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1) for CG
context, and CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3) for CHG context (and also CHH at
some loci). DNA methylation in symmetric contexts is inherited through DNA replications
while CHH methylation needs to be re-established (reviewed in Law and Jacobsen 2010).
Twenty four percent of A. thaliana genome is methylated in CG context, followed by
6.7% CHG and 1.7% CHH (Cokus et al. 2008). All three are found at centromeric and
pericentromeric regions (Cokus et al. 2008) as well as transposable elements (Zemach et al.
2010) and function as silencing mechanism (Zhang et al. 2006). Similarly, methylation of
gene promoters silences the gene expression. However, genes whose bodies are methylated
(always only in CG context) tend to be moderately expressed (Zhang et al. 2006). The function of gene body methylation is not known. It has been suggested to be a nonfunctional
byproduct of transcription, to prevent expression from cryptic promoters in protein-coding
regions, or to improve splicing of transcripts (discussed in the introduction of Takuno and
Gaut 2012). Genes with body methylation were shown to play more important functions
and to evolve more slowly, despite previous evidence the DNA methylation increases mutation rate (Takuno and Gaut 2012).
Similar patterns of DNA methylation are found in the flowering plants P. trichocarpa
and rice (Oryza sativa) (Feng et al. 2010). The mosses Physcomitrella patens and Selaginella
moellendorffii have methylation in all three contexts, covering transposable elements but not
genes (Zemach et al. 2010). Green algae differ substantially among each other. Almost all
Chlorella sp. genes are methylated in CG context (Zemach et al. 2010); methylation levels
at promoters correspond to expression levels. CHG methylation covers repetitive elements,
and CHH methylation occurs at the lowest levels. Both Volvox carteri and Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii show lower levels of DNA methylation (Feng et al. 2010; Zemach et al. 2010).
In the latter, genes and transposable elements are preferentially methylated (in CG context),
whereas CHG and CHH are uniformly distributed in the genome. Therefore, the DNA
methylation machinery and its regulation appear to have undergone extensive changes in
the green plant lineage.
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DNA methylation can be removed in a passive or active manner. Passive demethylation
occurs by simply lowering the activity of methyltransferases. Active demethylation likely includes enzymes of the base excision repair pathway together with specific DNA glycosylases.
The glycosylases DEMETER (DME), which is expressed in endosperm, DEMETER-LIKE
2 (DML2), DML3 and REPRESSOR OF SILENCING 1 (ROS1), expressed in vegetative
tissues, find and remove methylated cytosines in any context (reviewed in Law and Jacobsen
2010).

The histone modification H3K9me2
DNA methylation is tightly connected with other chromatin modifications, most notably the histone modification H3K9me2 (dimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 9) that
is also involved in repression of transcription. In A. thaliana, the genomic localization of
H3K9me2 is correlated to DNA methylation in CHG context, found at transposable elements, as well as pericentromeric and centromeric regions (Bernatavichute et al. 2008). It is
not correlated to gene body methylation, which occurs in CG context.
H3K9 is methylated by KRYPTONITE/SU(VAR)3-9 HOMOLOG 4 (KYP/SUVH4),
SUVH5 and SUVH6 (Jackson et al. 2002; Jackson et al. 2004; Ebbs et al. 2005; Ebbs and
Bender 2006) that bind DNA methylated in CHG context (L.M. Johnson et al. 2007).
These three proteins are also required for the CHG-context DNA methylation activity of
CMT3 (Ebbs and Bender 2006), suggesting a positive feedback loop between H3K9me2
and CHG DNA methylation. There is also evidence that siRNAs can circumvent CMT3
activity and act directly on H3K9me2 (Enke et al. 2011), showing tight coupling between
siRNA, DNA methylation and H3K9me2.

The histone modification H3K27me3 and Polycomb repressive complex 2
(PRC2)
H3K27me3 (trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27) is a hallmark for transcriptional repression, especially for tissue-specific genes. It plays a crucial role in the regulation of development and developmental transitions and has gained considerable attention
due to association with cancer (Greer and Shi 2012; Holec and Berger 2012; Steffen and
Ringrose 2014). In plants, it plays an equally important role in developmental transitions.
Trimethylation of H3K27 is catalyzed by Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), a protein
complex conserved in plants, animals and fungi (reviewed in Schuettengruber et al. 2007).
PRC2 was first described in D. melanogaster as composed of four proteins: Enhancer of
Zeste (E(z)), a SET-domain containing protein that performs the methylation of H3K27;
Su(z)12 (Suppressor of Zeste 12), containing a Zinc finger domain; Esc (Extra sex combs)
and Nurf-55 (reviewed in Schuettengruber et al. 2007; Hennig and Derkacheva 2009).
Due to multiple gene duplications, PRC2 became more complex in plants (Fig. 3A). A.
thaliana genome harbors three co-orthologs of Su(z)12, namely EMBRYONIC FLOWER 2
(EMF2), FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT SEED 2 (FIS2) and VERNALIZATION2
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A PRC2
A. thaliana

D. melanogaster
EMF2/FIS2/
VRN2

MSI1
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D. melanogaster

A. thaliana
Ring1A-B
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Bmi1A-C
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EMF1

Pc

LHP1
VRN1

Figure 3. Illustration of Polycomb repressive complexes 2 and 1 in A. thaliana and D. melanogaster.
(A) PRC2. (B) PRC1. Orthologs are represented by the same shape and color.

(VRN2); three co-orthologs of E(z), namely CURLY LEAF (CLF), SWINGER (SWN) and
MEDEA (MEA). MULTICOPY SUPPRESSOR OF IRA1 (MSI1), an ortholog of Nurf55,
and FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT ENDOSPERM (FIE), an ortholog of Esc, both
occur as single-copy proteins. H3K27me3 is actively and specifically removed by REF6/
JMJ12 (Lu et al. 2011).
There are several unanswered questions still plaguing the PRC2 field, the most significant of which is how PRC2 is recruited to its target genes (Simon and Kingston 2009). In D.
melanogaster, PRC2 is recruited to its target genes by Polycomb response elements (PREs),
several hundred base pairs long sequences that contain binding sites for a few putative PRC1
or PRC2-recruiting proteins (Schwartz and Pirrotta 2013). In mammals, different mechanisms have been proposed: PRC2 recruitment could be guided by long non-coding RNAs
(lncRNAs) (Rinn et al. 2007), enhancer-transcribed eRNAs (Kim et al. 2010), or DNA
methylation-devoid CpG islands (Ku et al. 2008; Mendenhall et al. 2010; Jermann et al.
2014). CpG islands are genomic regions rich in neighboring cytosines (C) and guanines
(G). A recent hypothesis, PRC2 sampling, proposed that PRC2 is not specifically recruited
but instead samples regions to find those that can be modified (Klose et al. 2013). This hypothesis is further supported by the observations that DNA methylation and H3K27me3
have been shown to mutually exclusive in both animals (Bartke et al. 2010) and plants (X.
Zhang, Clarenz, et al. 2007; Weinhofer et al. 2010), and removal of DNA methyltransferases causes redistribution of H3K27me3 in both (Deleris et al. 2012; Reddington et al. 2013).
On the other hand, work on Western clawed frog (Xenopus tropicalis) suggests an alternative,
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CpG island-independent, sequence-specific mechanism at DNA-unmethylated sequences
(van Heeringen et al. 2014). The diversity of suggested mechanisms among animals alone
makes it difficult to reconcile the divergent hypotheses.
In plants, the recruitment mechanism is likely different than in animals, as evidenced
by the gene-specific localization of H3K27me3 in A. thaliana (X. Zhang, Clarenz, et al.
2007). In D. melanogaster, it covers long, multi-gene regions of DNA. However, also in
plants no genome-wide consensus has been found. Hypotheses suggest either RNA-guided
(for FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC)) (Swiezewski et al. 2009; Heo and Sung 2011) or
sequence-based (for LEAFY COTYLEDON 2 (LEC2) and KNUCKLES (KNU)) (Berger
et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2014) recruitment. To find common properties of H3K27me3 target
genes, we analyze several properties of paralogs and find that they have more conserved expression patterns and more conserved upstream regulatory regions (Chapter 5). We also find
an association between H3K27me3 and CNSs, the first genome-wide association between
H3K27me3 target genes and putative regulatory elements (Chapter 3).

The histone modification H2Aub1 and Polycomb repressive complex 1
(PRC1)
Similar to H3K27me3, the ubiquitination of histone H2A (H2Aub1) also plays a repressive role in transcription. H2Aub1 is catalyzed by the Polycomb repressive complex 1
(PRC1). D. melanogaster PRC1 consists of four core members: Polycomb (Pc) that binds
H3K27me3 deposited by PRC2, ring finger proteins Psc and dRING that perform the
ubiquitination, and Polyhomeotic (Ph) (Fig. 3B).
Plants have long been thought to lack H2Aub1. Firstly, a mass spectrometry study
analyzing histone modifications in plants failed to find the ubiquitinated H2A residue (K.
Zhang et al. 2007). Secondly, two orthologs of PRC1 subunits, Pc and Ph, have not been
found in plants. However, it was later demonstrated that another protein, LIKE HETEROCHROMATIN PROTEIN 1 (LHP1) binds H3K27me3 in vivo (Turck et al. 2007; X.
Zhang, Germann, et al. 2007) (Fig. 3B). Moreover, plants have dRING and Psc orthologs, namely Ring1a-b and Bmi1a-c, suggesting that plants do contain a functional PRC1
complex. In addition, direct experimentation showed that plants also encode plant-specific
PRC1 members EMF1 and VRN1 (Mylne et al. 2006; Calonje et al. 2008). As absence of
some of the PRC1 subunits causes severe developmental defects (Aubert et al. 2001; Bratzel
et al. 2010), the interest in this complex has been growing. However, reports on the phylogenetic distribution of PRC1 components in plants are conflicting (Hennig and Derkacheva
2009; Molitor and Shen 2013). To solve this discrepancy, in Chapter 2 we infer phylogenetic trees of PRC1 components, aided by new genome and transcriptome sequences. We
determine the history of the individual complex members and show that PRC1 exists in
more early branching plants than previously thought.
For the past decade, the accepted recruitment mechanism for PRC1 in plants and
animals was the hierarchical model: After the deposition of H3K27me3 at target loci by
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PRC2, PRC1 binds H3K27me3 and deposits H2Aub1. Recently, however, the recruitment
model was substantially revised (reviewed in Comet and Helin 2014; Schwartz and Pirrotta
2014). According to the new model, the classical hierarchical model is still valid for a subset
of PRC1 complexes, the so-called canonical PRC1 complexes in mammals (i.e., those that
contain H3K27me3-binding CBX proteins, orthologs of Pc). However, the new model was
significantly expanded, based on the surprising finding that recruitment of PRC1 can be independent of PRC2 (Schoeftner et al. 2006; Tavares et al. 2012) and that H2Aub1 can drive
PRC2 recruitment in mammals as well (Blackledge et al. 2014; Cooper et al. 2014; Kalb
et al. 2014). Also in plants, a series of experiments was highly suggestive of a mechanism
alternative to the hierarchical model (Derkacheva et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013). In Chapter
4 we look into relationship between the plant PRC1 and PRC2 based on their localization
at target genes and cast further doubt on the hierarchical model as the exclusive model of
PRC1 recruitment in plants.

The histone modification H3K4me3
H3K4me3 (trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 4) is a histone modification that is
associated with active transcription. It is mostly found at promoters and at 5’ end of genes
(Zhang et al. 2009). In contrast to H3K27me3, H3K4me3 target genes are highly and
ubiquitously expressed in a plant. H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 genomic regions are mutually
exclusive, as are H3K4me3 and regions with DNA methylation (Zhang et al. 2009).
In plants and animals, H3K4me3 deposition is catalyzed by Trithorax proteins, known
for their antagonism to the repressive Polycomb group proteins (Schuettengruber et al.
2007). In A. thaliana, ARABIDOPSIS TRITHORAX 1 (ATX1), a PhD finger and SET
domain-containing protein (Alvarez-Venegas et al. 2003), is aided by ULTRAPETALA 1
(ULT1) (Carles and Fletcher 2009) and the chromatin remodeler PICKLE (PKL) (Aichinger
et al. 2011). The existence of the Trithorax complex in A. thaliana is, similar to PRC1, not
well established and confounded by the presence of functionally uncharacterized paralogs
(reviewed in Köhler and Hennig 2010; Holec and Berger 2012). Also similar to Polycomb
group proteins, in D. melanogaster the Trithorax proteins are recruited to the target genes via
Trithorax response elements (TREs). In A. thaliana, the recruitment signal is not yet known.

Chromatin types: integrative approach
Apart from the histone modifications discussed above, many more exist, most of them
as of yet uncharacterized. The information they encode is redundant to a certain extent and
thus integrating the data on their localization not only reduces the dimensionality of the
data but also provides a new layer of information about organization of genome at the chromatin level. This has been performed in D. melanogaster (Filion et al. 2010), human (Hon et
al. 2009; Ernst and Kellis 2010), and A. thaliana (Roudier et al. 2011; Sequeira-Mendes et
al. 2014). The A. thaliana chromatin could be summarized as nine different chromatin states
that occur in a non-random order. The different states show preferential associations among
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each other and thus a higher order organization of chromatin. Moreover, by integrating
tissue or cell-type specific chromatin data it is possible to predict gene expression levels, for
example in human (Karlić et al. 2010; Xianjun Dong et al. 2012). However, in plants the
data has not yet reached a sufficient level of resolution to perform such analysis.

EVOLUTION OF REGULATORY MECHANISMS
Knowing how regulatory mechanisms control transcription and influence downstream
events in the cell is one of the main goals of biology. The regulatory mechanisms are not static but instead, like genes and entire genomes, they continuously evolve at the different levels
that were described above. By analyzing how they evolved we can not only trace the history
of organisms but also shed additional light on function of these very same mechanisms.
Evolutionary and functional studies are thus complementary and should be used together
to facilitate novel findings. Analyzing data on function of regulatory mechanisms from the
evolutionary perspective was indeed performed in several eukaryotic supergroups, and the
evolution of regulatory mechanisms was found to follow some common rules.

Evolution of transcription factors and transcription factor binding sites
The study of regulatory evolution focuses mostly on TFs and expression levels, as these
two are conceptually straight-forward and experimentally the easiest to measure. By changing the protein sequence of TFs, they can change their specificities for TFBSs (Badis et
al. 2009; Sayou et al. 2014). The more important driver of regulatory network evolution,
however, are gene duplications, where the new genes inherit the regulatory interactions from
their ancestors and subsequently lose and gain novel interactions, incrementally rewiring the
regulatory network (Teichmann and Babu 2004).
TFBSs themselves evolve at a much quicker pace and also substantially contribute to
the rewiring of the regulatory network. Evolution of TFBSs follows the rapid rewiring model. In this model, gains and losses of TFBSs are frequent, and therefore the target genes of
a specific TF also change. Remarkably, the function of the TF (in terms of regulation of
genes involved in a specific process, as described for example by a Gene Ontology category)
remains the same, as does the binding specificity (Habib et al. 2012; reviewed in Villar et al.
2014) (Fig. 4). This model is particularly well suited to genes that are regulated by several
TFs. In accordance with this model, conservation of TFBSs was shown to be low within
mammals (Odom et al. 2007), vertebrates (Schmidt et al. 2010) and yeasts (Borneman et
al. 2007; Tuch et al. 2008). Such dynamic conservation of TF function makes sense in light
of the finding that it is the expression level that remains conserved more than the individual
TFBS (Paris et al. 2013). Ultimately, it is the output, i.e. the expression level, which is important for the fitness of the organism.
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species2
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species7
Figure 4. Rapid rewiring.
In the left panel, the phylogenetic tree shows the evolutionary relationships between seven species.
On the right, the seven corresponding orthologous upstream regions show the TFBSs. Black filled
boxes represent the orthologous genes, and the outlined boxes depict TFBSs for three different TFs.
Black-outlined TFBSs changed their position (species4, species6) or were lost (species3). The TFBS
depicted with black-outlined box was lost in species2 and species5, and a new TFBS (gray outline)
appeared in species2.

Conservation of chromatin modifications
Most research on the conservation of chromatin modifications focuses on DNA methylation (reviewed in Weigel and Colot 2012; Niederhuth and Schmitz 2014). Analyses of
short-term variation (30 generations) deemed DNA methylation to be stable, but with higher rate of change than DNA itself (Becker et al. 2011; Schmitz et al. 2011). Roughly 10% of
methylated sites varied in at least one of the examined samples. Interestingly, the high-variation sites re-occurred in several samples and were not randomly distributed (reviewed in
Weigel and Colot 2012). However, despite variation in individual methylated sites, the
methylation status of the genomic region surrounding the site was often unchanged. On a
longer evolutionary scale, gene body methylation is conserved between orthologs in different
A. thaliana accessions, samples of the same species collected in different parts of the world.
On an even longer time scale, gene body methylation is also conserved between orthologs in
purple false brome (Brachypodium distachyon) and O. sativa (Takuno and Gaut 2013). In O.
sativa, gene body methylation levels as well as divergence depends on the type of duplication
in which the gene originated: e.g., genes duplicated in small-scale duplications that are later
also transposed show higher DNA methylation levels than duplicated genes derived from
a WGD (Wang et al. 2013). Wang et al. also suggested that DNA methylation influences
the evolutionary fate of a duplicate gene by preferential deletion of highly body-methylated
genes.
Histone modifications tend to be conserved among the same tissues in mammals (reviewed in Villar et al. 2014). In yeast, histone modifications were shown to diverge between paralogs (Zou et al. 2012). Little is known about evolutionary persistence of histone
modifications in plants, mainly because data are sparse for species other than A. thaliana.
In A. thaliana, H3K27me3 localization varies little between accessions (Xue Dong et al.
2012). Such comparisons have not been performed yet among monocots, likely due to data
availability and consistency. The available O. sativa H3K27me3 datasets, for example, show
relatively small overlap (Chapter 3). To determine the fate of H3K27me3 on its target genes
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after gene duplication, we perform ancestral state reconstruction of H3K27me3 on A. thaliana gene families and find that it tends to be conserved after gene duplications (Chapter 3).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter should serve only as brief summary of expression regulation as the mechanisms are immensely more complex. It is followed by four research chapters. Chapter 2
describes the evolution of a regulatory system, the protein complex PRC1 that plays a central role in the ubiquitination of the histone H2A. The chapter shows that PRC1 originated
before the last eukaryotic common ancestor and analyzed the evolution of its plant-specific
subunits. Chapter 3 focuses on a related regulatory complex, PRC2, that modifies another
histone residue (H3K27me3). We reconstruct the regulatory state of ancestral genes (whether or not they were targets for PRC2), and demonstrate that paralogs tend to retain the regulatory state of their ancestor. We also find that H3K27me3 correlates with CNSs in their
upstream regions, the first time that H3K27me3 in plants has been associated to a regulatory
mechanism on a genome-wide scale. Chapter 4 analyzes the interplay between PRC1 and
PRC2 by integrating whole-genome protein binding data (e.g., ChIP-seq) and other gene
properties. Chapter 5 revolves around the evolutionary impact of H3K27me3 on its target
genes. Paralogs covered by this modification show higher coding sequence evolution, higher
conservation of expression patterns and upstream regulatory regions. In Chapter 6 I discuss
the recurring themes and give an outlook on the emerging research field.
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ABSTRACT
Background:
The Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) is an essential protein complex for plant
development. It catalyzes ubiquitination of histone H2A that is an important part of the
transcription repression machinery. Absence of PRC1 members in Arabidopsis thaliana
plants causes severe developmental defects. Many aspects of the plant PRC1 are elusive,
including its origin and phylogenetic distribution.
Results:
We established the evolutionary history of the core plant PRC1 members (LHP1,
Ring1, Bmi1, and EMF1) and an interacting protein (VRN1), enabled by sensitive phylogenetic methods and newly sequenced plant genomes from previously unsampled taxonomic
groups.
We showed that all PRC1 core members exist in gymnosperms, earlier than previously
thought, and that VRN1 is a recent addition, found exclusively in dicots. The retention of
individual members in green algae, mosses and ferns indicates that they can moonlight as
part of other complexes or processes. Moreover, we showed that most PRC1 members underwent a complex, duplication-rich history that differs significantly between Brassicaceae
and other dicots.
Conclusions:
PRC1 existed in the last common ancestor of seed plants where it likely played an important regulatory role, aiding their radiation. The presence of LHP1, Ring1 and Bmi1 in
ferns and mosses also suggests the presence of a primitive yet functional PRC1.
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INTRODUCTION
Correct regulation of gene expression is crucial for survival, and therefore organisms
evolved elaborate mechanisms to regulate transcription through repression (Beisel and Paro
2011). One of these mechanisms involves ubiquitination of histone H2A (H2Aub), mediated by the Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) (Simon and Kingston 2009). H2Aub
ultimately leads to chromatin compaction (Francis et al. 2004) and is especially important
during development by making critical genes inaccessible for transcription. PRC1 is recruited to its target loci by binding the histone modification H3K27me3, a product of PRC2.
PRC1 in Drosophila melanogaster, which is a model organism for chromatin research,
consists of four core components: Polyhomeotic (Ph), Polycomb (Pc), dRing and Posterior
sex combs (Psc) (Simon and Kingston 2009). Mammals have multiple paralogs of the core
components. In contrast, plants have been long thought to lack PRC1. The absence of
PRC1 in plants seemed an obvious conclusion as an initial screen of Arabidopsis thaliana
histone modifications failed to find a ubiquitinated H2A residue (K. Zhang et al. 2007),
a hallmark of PRC1, and because orthologs of crucial PRC1 members were initially not
detected in A. thaliana or other plant genomes (Whitcomb et al. 2007).
Gradually, the composition of the plant PRC1 was pieced together and PRC1 was
shown to have a biological function. The plant PRC1 contains five members (Holec and
Berger 2012). The ring finger proteins Ring1a-b and Bmi1a-c are orthologs of D. melanogaster dRING and Psc, respectively. They have ubiquitination activity (Sanchez-Pulido et al.
2008; Xu and Shen 2008; Bratzel et al. 2010; Bratzel et al. 2012) and interact with TERMINAL FLOWER 2/LIKE HETEROCHROMATIN PROTEIN 1 (TFL2/LHP1) (Bratzel
et al. 2010; Bratzel et al. 2012) that functionally replaces the role of Pc in H3K27me3
binding (Turck et al. 2007). The D. melanogaster PRC1 member Ph does not have orthologs
in plants. The remaining two PRC1 members are plant-specific proteins. EMBRYONIC
FLOWER 1 (EMF1), the last of the PRC1 core members, is a poorly conserved protein
with few conserved motifs and no annotated domains (Aubert et al. 2001). It interacts
with Ring1a-b and Bmi1a-c and is an indispensible component for H2A ubiquitination
activity (Bratzel et al. 2010; Bratzel et al. 2012). VERNALIZATION 1 (VRN1), the second
plant-specific protein, is involved in vernalization (Levy et al. 2002). As depletion of VRN1
causes a phenotype that is similar to other PRC1 mutants, VRN1 was proposed to be the
fifth member of the complex (Holec and Berger 2012). Its function however is unknown,
and no interactions with other PRC1 members have been discovered to date. Accordingly,
some authors do not consider it a core member of this complex (Calonje 2014).
Mutants in PRC1 core members show severe and pleiotropic abnormalities. For example, tissues of Ring1a/Ring1b double mutants dedifferentiate into callus (Bratzel et al. 2010),
and EMF1 mutants develop incomplete flowers immediately upon germination (Yang et al.
1995; Aubert et al. 2001). LHP1 is involved in vernalization (Kotake et al. 2003; Sung et
al. 2006), and LHP1 mutants are smaller, have small curled leaves and flower early (Larsson
et al. 1998; Gaudin et al. 2001). PRC1 is thus important for maintaining cell identity and
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controlling developmental transitions.
In comparison to animals, PRC1 in plants is still enigmatic (Derkacheva and Hennig
2014). It also remains to be investigated how the members of the PRC1 complex evolved
in plants. Due to its important role in development, the time of its emergence has been
and will be used to derive implications for its function (Molitor et al. 2014). However, the
current literature disagrees on when all core PRC1 members emerged. While mosses were
first identified as the earliest branching plants with LHP1 and Ring1 (Hennig and Derkacheva 2009), more recently PRC1 was suggested to be much younger: both LHP1 and
Ring1 were found only in angiosperms, and EMF1 and VRN1 only in dicots (Molitor and
Shen 2013). In this paper we are able to resolve these discrepancies by using more sensitive
phylogenetic methods. Moreover, the availability of many recently published genomes and
transcriptomes from previously neglected taxonomic groups enabled us to expand the inquiry into the phylogenetic distribution of PRC1 members by including gymnosperms and
ferns. Our results demonstrate that PRC1 members appear in more early diverging plants
than previously thought: Ring1 orthologs in green algae, LHP1 and Bmi1 orthologs in
mosses and ferns, and EMF1 orthologs in gymnosperms. Thus, all core members of PRC1
were already present in the ancestor of seed plants. The putative interacting protein VRN1
was a dicot-specific invention that emerged in a relatively recent gene duplication. Moreover,
plant PRC1 core components underwent several rounds of duplications. Surprisingly, we
uncovered three so far unrecognized paralogs of EMF1 stemming from two duplications
before the gymnosperm-angiosperm split. We also resolved the duplication-rich history of
other PRC1 members that has important consequence for inferring function of orthologs in
non-Brassicaceae species. Lastly, we point out conserved motifs in some of the proteins that
might have functions related to PRC1 complex and are therefore candidates for experimental inquiry to elucidate plant-specific molecular biology of this important protein complex.

RESULTS
To unravel the history of the plant PRC1 complex, we performed sensitive similarity
searches and subsequently inferred phylogenetic trees for its core components and VRN1.
This allowed us to determine the time of duplications and losses as well as the time of inventions for plant-specific proteins. We used 55 plant genomes, covering all major plant
groups (Table S1). Among others, we used genomes of seven chlorophytes (green algae),
and a gymnosperm. Genomes of early diverging plants are especially important in order to
determine the time of invention as PRC1 was suggested to be already established by the time
of angiosperm divergence (Calonje et al. 2008; Hennig and Derkacheva 2009; Molitor and
Shen 2013). We also used the recently published genome of the basal angiosperm Amborella
trichopoda, as well as 6 monocot and 25 dicot genomes. In addition, animal, fungal and
SAR (stramenopiles, alveolates, and rhizaria) genomes were used as outgroups for proteins
that already existed at the last common ancestor of eukaryotes (LECA). To supplement the
missing or underrepresented plant groups we added gymnosperm and fern sequences from
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transcriptome projects whenever applicable. Due to recently finished genome and transcriptome sequencing projects, this paper is the first to also include ferns and gymnosperms to
elucidate the evolutionary history of PRC1.

LHP1 is present in all multicellular plant lineages
LHP1 was first described as a homolog of D. melanogaster HETEROCHROMATIN
PROTEIN 1 (HP1) (Gaudin et al. 2001). However, HP1 and its animal and fungal orthologs bind the histone modification H3K9me2 (Bannister et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001).
We identified orthologs of LHP1 in animals, fungi and SAR (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1), consistent
with its presence in LECA. The plant LHP1 sequences cluster in a single orthologous group.
The phylogenetic distribution of LHP1 includes all plant lineages except green algae. This
is a much wider distribution than just the angiosperm group reported recently (Molitor
and Shen 2013) and in agreement with Hennig and Derkacheva (2009). All seven chlorophyte genomes lack LHP1 orthologs. This likely represents a secondary loss as our methods
are sufficiently sensitive to easily recover orthologs in other eukaryotic supergroups. Using
transcriptome data we show that LHP1 is also present in gymnosperms and ferns. In angiosperms, LHP1 is mostly a single-copy gene, and only genomes of species with relatively
recent whole genome duplications (WGDs) often harbor several (2-4) LHP1 orthologs. This
is also the case in Brassicaceae: there is one copy of LHP1 in the genomes of A. thaliana, Arabidopsis lyrata, Capsella rubella and Thellungiella halophila. The three copies in Brassica rapa
suggest that the paralogs are derived from the B. rapa-specific whole-genome triplication.
LHP1 is characterized by a unique combination of an N-terminal chromo domain
and a C-terminal chromoshadow domain (Gaudin et al. 2001). The chromo domain in A.
thaliana LHP1 binds H3K27me3 in vivo (Turck et al. 2007; X. Zhang et al. 2007) whereas
the chromoshadow domain (Aasland and Stewart 1995) is involved in dimerization (Gaudin
et al. 2001). Plant LHP1 sequences contain an additional 200 amino acid region between
chromo and chromoshadow domain compared to their animal orthologs (Fig. 1B). The
chromoshadow domain alone was shown to be sufficient for dimerization in A. thaliana
(Gaudin et al. 2001) so this middle region likely functions in another process, perhaps
mediating interactions with other proteins. Next to several low-complexity sections it also
contains two conserved motifs. The first (EYDPTLNELRG) is clearly present only in dicots, and the second one is conserved among all plant LHP1 orthologs (Fig. 1C). A shorter
part of the second motif (RRKSGSV) corresponds to a potential substrate for PKA-type
AGC kinase according to the Eukaryotic Linear Motif database (ELM) (Dinkel et al. 2014).
However, there is no evidence that this motif is phosphorylated (Durek et al. 2010), and the
putative phosphorylation site (the serine residue) is not conserved in ferns and mosses. As
the conserved motif is longer than only the putative phosphorylation motif, it is very likely
to have a different or additional function. For example, two different nuclear localization
signals (NLS) also match the second motif, one of which was already described (Gaudin et
al. 2001). However since these NLSs also cover only a small part of the conserved motif, the
function is likely to extend beyond a NLS or a phosphorylation motif.
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Figure 1. LHP1 and its orthologs.
(A) A schematic gene tree of LHP1. Species (and gene, in case of several paralogs) names identify the
source of the sequence that is used in other panels. (B) Domain structure of LHP1 with a conserved
motif in plants. (C) Alignment of the newly identified conserved motif between chromo and chromoshadow domain.

Ring1a-b paralogs from pre-dicot duplication were lost in the ancestor of
Brassicaceae
Ring1 and its orthologs in other eukaryotic supergroups consist of a ring finger domain,
followed by a RAWUL domain. It originated before LECA (Sanchez-Pulido et al. 2008).
In plants, the phylogenetic distribution of Ring1 proteins is somewhat controversial: they
were found both in angiosperms and mosses (Hennig and Derkacheva 2009) or described as
angiosperm-specific (Molitor and Shen 2013). The gene tree of Ring1 proteins (Fig. 2A, Fig.
S2) shows not only that that both moss and angiosperm genomes harbor Ring1 orthologs
but also that already gymnosperm, fern and chlorophyte genomes encode full-length Ring1
orthologs. A. trichopoda, the basal angiosperm, contains a single copy. Ring1 underwent
two duplications in the monocot (or grass) ancestor, and subsequently underwent more
species-specific duplications as well as losses.
Interestingly, the Ring1 gene was also duplicated in the ancestor of dicots, resulting in
two dicot orthologous groups (Fig. 2A). One of the two Ring1 copies was lost in Brassicaceae after the split from Carica papaya. To more precisely determine the time of loss, we added
Tarenaya hassleriana orthologs to the gene tree (Cheng et al. 2013) (Fig. S2). T. hassleriana
belongs to Cleomaceae, a sister group to Brassicaceae. T. hassleriana sequences clustered in
both dicot orthologous groups. Thus the loss of Ring1 is Brassicaceae-specific. The second
dicot copy of Ring1 was subsequently duplicated in the alpha WGD (Bowers et al. 2003),
before the divergence of Brassicaceae. Therefore, the two paralogs in A. thaliana, Ring1a and
Ring1b, originated relatively recently, and non-Brassicaceae dicot lineages harbor a much
more diverged pair of Ring1 proteins. This reciprocal duplication and loss in Brassicaceae
could be an indication that Ring1a or Ring1b functionally replaces the lost Ring1 gene in
the second orthologous group, an example of paralogous gene displacement (Koonin et al.
1996).
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Figure 2. Schematic gene trees of
Ring1 (A) and Bmi1 (B).
Red squares show gene duplications.
A. thaliana genes are denoted in
blue letters. Brassicaceae are depicted in detail; inferred gene losses are
shown with gray dashed line. Black
dashed line: loss of one of the domains.
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Bmi1a/b and Bmi1c duplicated in the ancestor of dicots
Harboring the same domain structure as Ring1a-b proteins, Bmi1 proteins duplicated
and diverged from Ring1 proteins already before LECA (Sanchez-Pulido et al. 2008). In
plants, Bmi1 proteins are present in mosses, ferns and gymnosperms (Fig. 2B, Fig. S3).
Green algae lost the RAWUL domain but retained the ring domain. Thus, the earliest plant
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lineage with full-length Bmi1 orthologs are indeed mosses (Molitor and Shen 2013).
The genome of A. trichopoda harbors a single Bmi1 gene, and three duplications in
monocots ultimately yielded four monocot Ring1 orthologous groups. Two duplications in
dicots resulted in three dicot orthologous groups. One contains Bmi1a and Bmi1b; these
two paralogs emerged in a Brassicaceae-specific duplication. Bmi1c, however, is a member of
the second dicot orthologous group; the divergence between Bmi1a/b and Bmi1c therefore
predates dicot speciation. The third dicot orthologous group does not contain any Brassicaceae sequences, suggesting a loss after divergence from C. papaya. Therefore, similar to the
Ring1 tree, the Brassicaceae-specific duplications and losses resulted in altered relationships
between paralogs compared to other dicots. Three Bmi1 gene copies in Vitis vinifera, for
example, are not 1:1 orthologs to the three Bmi1 copies in A. thaliana, and their functions
likely differ. One of the two recently duplicated paralogs (Bmi1a or Bmi1b) might functionally replace the lost paralog from the third dicot orthologous group, the second example of
paralogous gene displacement.

EMF1 originated before gymnosperms
EMF1 is a plant-specific protein with similar chemical properties to the C-terminal
region of Psc, the D. melanogaster ortholog of Bmi1 (Beh et al. 2012), as well as a similar
function: both interfere with transcription (Calonje et al. 2008). EMF1 has no annotated
domains, and protein disorder prediction programs indicate that it is highly disordered (Fig.
3A), with a small globular part at the N-terminal end that could in fact be a protein domain.
Comparing disorder predictions to conserved motifs reveal that conserved motifs do not
preferentially localize to either ordered or disordered regions (Fig. 3B).
EMF1 was recently shown to be present in dicots only (Molitor and Shen 2013) despite
previous work showing its homologs in monocots (Aubert et al. 2001; Calonje et al. 2008).
Our homology searches and gene tree revealed that EMF1 originated earlier than previously
thought: by using more sensitive methods we could recover EMF1 orthologs not only in
monocots and dicots but also in A. trichopoda and in gymnosperms (Fig. 3C; Fig. S4). In
monocots and dicots, EMF1 orthologs are present mostly as single-copy genes. We could
not recover EMF1 orthologs in mosses. However, sequence fragments in a fern transcriptome (Der et al. 2011) align with EMF1 alignment but are too short to be unambiguously
identified as EMF1 orthologs. Fern genome sequences are therefore needed to firmly establish the point of EMF1 invention.
Previous work showed that EMF1 has only few conserved motifs: nuclear localization
signals, P-loop, and LXXLL elements (Aubert et al. 2001) when compared to a putative rice
ortholog. However with rice and lotus orthologs it shares five conserved motifs (Calonje
et al. 2008) that do not overlap with those found previously. By using the de novo motif
search algorithm meme and more plant species than previously, we can show that the five
conserved sections predicted by Calonje et al. (2008) are indeed conserved in the entire
EMF1 orthologous group (in Fig. 3C shown as 6 motifs), from gymnosperms to dicots. In
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Figure 3. EMF1 with its paralogs and orthologs.
(A) Disorder prediction by three different programs. (B) Conserved motifs predicted by meme,
aligned to the disorder predictions. (C) Schematic gene tree of EMF1 and conserved motifs when
comparing proteins in EMF1 orthologous group. Motifs that are conserved in all taxonomic groups
are outlined in green. Stars at EMF1 mark motifs that have been previously described (the first two
motifs were described as a single motif ). The fifth already described motif (grey pentagon) is not
present in gymnosperms. Nonsyntenic sporadic motifs that were likely false positives were removed
for clarity of the figure. (D) Alignment conservation of three representative A. thaliana sequences,
extracted from alignment of sequences of all three orthologous groups. As motifs do not take into
account indels in sequences, this method returns different results.

gymnosperms, the fifth motif (Fig. 3C, grey pentagon) is only weakly conserved and the
motif search algorithm does not recover it. In addition, we find a new, well-conserved motif
(Fig. 3C, yellow circle) that corresponds to both a NLS and a phosphorylation site. Importantly, meme does not find gapped motifs and in case of insertions or deletions some motifs
could have been missed. For example, the motif marked by a purple square is only a part
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of a longer motif with a highly conserved tryptophan and serine residue. However, as the
introduction of gaps is necessary to align the sequences, meme was able to find a shortened
part in only few proteins.
Surprisingly, we found that the ancestral EMF1 gene duplicated twice in the ancestor
of gymnosperms and angiosperms (Fig. S4). This resulted in three orthologous groups that,
next to EMF1, contain three novel outparalogs. All four genes show a conserved N-terminal
part that is followed by weakly conserved motifs (Fig. 3D). The first orthologous group
contains EMF1. The second orthologous group encompasses AT5G56240 and HAPLESS8
(HAP8) (Johnson et al. 2004); the two genes arose in a duplication before the speciation of
Brassicaceae. The third orthologous group contains AT3G58770 that is annotated as unknown protein. Apart from HAP8, whose deletion hinders pollen tube growth, there is no
functional data on the three outparalogs.
Except for lack of gymnosperm sequences in one of the orthologous groups (that is
likely a result of secondary loss in gymnosperms), the phylogenetic distribution in each
orthologous group covers all seed plants, including monocots, A. trichopoda and nearly all
dicot sequences. Monocot sequences tend to be truncated, however, and in the orthologous
group with AT3G58770 several aligned loci are annotated as two separate genes.

VRN1 is the youngest addition to PRC1
VRN1 was named after its role in vernalization; however, as its overexpression also
causes a range of changes in plant organs, it seems to be also involved in more fundamental
processes (Levy et al. 2002). It does not interact with LHP1 (Mylne et al. 2006) nor are there
any reports of it interacting with other PRC1 members. While some suggest that VRN1
interacts with PRC1 only at a specific subset of target genes (Calonje 2014), others nevertheless assign it to PRC1 (Mylne et al. 2006; Holec and Berger 2012). We include VRN1 in
the overview for the purpose of completeness.
VRN1 is characterized by two B3 domains that aspecifically bind DNA (Levy et al.
2002). The B3 domain emerged in the plant lineage and occurs in a range of different
domain combinations (Swaminathan et al. 2008). This promiscuity as well as numerous
ancient and lineage-specific gene and domain duplications make it difficult to reconstruct
the relation of VRN1 to other B3-domain containing proteins. The gene tree that we inferred shows that the evolutionary history of VRN1 is rich in duplications (Fig. 4, Fig. S5).
Two consecutive duplications after the split of Asterids (Solanum lycopersicum and Solanum
tuberosum) resulted in three orthologous groups. The VRN1 orthologous group has the
shortest branches and therefore the slowest sequence evolution. Next to VRN1 it also contains RELATED TO VERNALIZATION 1 (RTV1) that lost its first B3 domain and only
consists of a single B3 domain. The second orthologous group (OG2) underwent frequent
gene losses. The third orthologous group (OG3) shows the longest branches. Lineage-specific duplications are frequent, and several genes consist of only a single B3 domain. This
orthologous group also contains three A. thaliana outparalogs, AT1G49475, AT4G01580
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Figure 4. Schematic gene tree of
VRN1.
Red squares show gene duplications. Lineage-specific expansions
are not depicted, with the exception
of Brassicaceae. OG1-3 are the three
orthologous groups as described in
the main text. A. thaliana genes are
denoted in blue letters.
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and AT3G18960 (Fig. S5). None of them is functionally characterized.
Previous work found five VRN1 paralogs in A. thaliana and two in Populus trichocarpa
(Molitor and Shen 2013). In contrast, we report only a single copy of VRN1 and a truncated paralog (RTV1), and indeed two P. trichocarpa orthologs. This result is probably due to
phylogenetic trees enabling a more accurate way to distinguish inparalogs from outparalogs,
i.e. to distinguish the VRN1 paralogs pre-dating ancient duplication events from those appearing afterwards.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we reconstruct the history and map the present day occurrences of PRC1
members. While the exact definition of PRC1 is under debate (see review by Derkacheva
and Hennig 2014), our inclusive definition of PRC1 members encompassed the core members as well as VRN1. Most importantly, we show that the components are present in more
early diverging species than previously thought. PRC1 members LHP1, Ring1 and Bmi1
were present in LECA. EMF1, a novel PRC1 core member, originated in the ancestor of
seed plants. PRC1 also gained novel interacting proteins, such as VRN1, which stems from
a duplication in dicots, and others (C. Yang et al. 2013). Due to this as well as due to the
losses in green algae, PRC1 members show a sporadic distribution across early plant species
(Fig. 5).
We are able resolve the discrepancy (Hennig and Derkacheva 2009; Molitor and Shen
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green algae
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A. trichopoda
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G. max
P. trichocarpa

?
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Figure 5. Presence/absence of
PRC1 components in the plant
kingdom.
The shaded area represents
the core PRC1 members.
Bmi1 orthologs in green algae have lost the RAWUL domain (half-circle). Ferns might
have EMF1 orthologs but sequenced genomes are necessary to confirm this.

2013) regarding the distribution of PRC1 members across species due to improved phylogenetic methods and the availability of previously unsampled genomes and transcriptomes:
in contrast to a recent study that reported limited phylogenetic distributions (Molitor and
Shen 2013), all PRC1 members could be reliably inferred to have the same or even wider
distributions than postulated earlier. Even though transcriptome data have some intrinsic
drawbacks, e.g. dependence on the sampled tissues and gene expression levels, the analyzed
data was sufficient to broadly estimate the phylogenetic distribution of the PRC1 members.
The only exception is EMF1 for which, due to its very low sequence conservation, transcriptome data is inconclusive, and a sequenced fern genome could help to firmly establish the
time of invention. We expect that more accurate genomes and gene annotations, especially
of species at key positions on the phylogenetic trees, will resolve the few remaining questions.
We cannot recover LHP1 in green algae, in agreement with Hennig and Derkacheva
(2009); mosses are the earliest LHP1-harboring plants in our dataset. The function of LHP1
might be particularly important in more complex, multicellular lineages and the loss of
LHP1 might not have been detrimental for plants with simpler morphology. Genomes of
chloropyhtes contain Ring1 orthologs and the ring domain of Bmi1. The absence of other
PRC1 members strongly suggests that the ubiquitination activity of these proteins is important in other biological processes and that the proteins can moonlight as part of other protein
complexes (Jeffery 2003; Schneider et al. 2013). For example, PRC1 and PRC2 members
were already shown to participate in other protein complexes in animals (Di Croce and
Helin 2013). Psc, D. melanogaster ortholog of Bmi1, is also involved in ubiquitination of
CYC-B as part of cell cycle regulation, a cellular process unrelated to PRC1 (Mohd-Sarip et
al. 2012). Bmi1a and Bmi1b have indeed been suggested in A. thaliana to act as ubiquitinases of protein DREB2A, a drought-inducible transcription factor (Qin et al. 2008). Moonlighting of proteins in diverse complexes or processes could also explain the stark difference
in phenotypes that were observed for different mutants of PRC1 members.
In summary, we revealed that the complete core PRC1 (consisting of LHP1, Ring1,
Bmi1 and EMF1) existed in the ancestor of seed plants (Fig. 5) and could have been instrumental in in establishing the complex developmental program of this plant group. The
sporadic occurrence of PRC1 members in green algae and mosses strongly suggests moonlighting of the proteins, especially since EMF1 is required for H2A ubiquitination activity in
A. thaliana (Bratzel et al. 2010). On the other hand, LHP1, Ring1 and Bmi1 might already
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act as a primitive but functional PRC1 in mosses. Such a primitive PRC1 could fulfill two
roles: LHP1-mediated targeting to H3K27me3-marked nucleosomes and the ubiquitination activity provided by the Ring proteins. H3K27me3 is catalyzed by PRC2 that, similar
to PRC1, also already existed in the ancestor of embryophytes (land plants, consisting of
mosses and seed plants) (Hennig and Derkacheva 2009). PRC2 subunits MULTICOPY
SUPRESSOR OF IRA1 (MSI1) and EMBRYONIC FLOWER 2 (EMF2) also interact with
LHP1 in A. thaliana (Derkacheva et al. 2013). Regardless of whether these protein-protein
interactions are widely conserved, PRC2 and a primitive PRC1 could have formed a repressive mechanism for transcription already in the ancestor of embryophytes.

METHODS
Genomes
55 genomes were downloaded from either Phytozome v 9.1 (Goodstein et al. 2012),
Ensembl (Flicek et al. 2014), their respective genome project web sites or NCBI (Table S1).
We obtained the representative model or, if that was impossible, selected the gene model
with the longest transcript. To supplement the genomic data, transcriptomes were obtained
from a publication (Der et al. 2011), onekp (onekp.com) (search with blastp was limited
to the phylogenetic group of interest, and top BLAST hits were added to the sequences to
construct the tree), and CoGe (Lyons et al. 2008) for T. hassleriana (Cheng et al. 2013).

Phylogenetic analyses
Sequence search was performed with blastp 2.2.25 (Camacho et al. 2009) (with
softmasking) by using A. thaliana representative sequences (except Ring1a for which
AT5G44280.1 was used) as queries. Reliable hits were aligned using MAFFT v7.127b (Katoh and Standley 2013) (settings genafpair, maxiterate 1000). We further refined sequence
search by using hmmer 3.0 (http://hmmer.org/) to create a hidden Markov model – an
alignment profile for more sensitive sequence search. Profiles were iteratively improved. We
corrected cases where we encountered clearly erroneous gene models with either Augustus
(Hoff and Stanke 2013), exonerate 2.2.0 (Slater and Birney 2005) (model protein2genome)
or genewise (McWilliam et al. 2013) (global mode, modeled splice site). We reconfirmed
unexpected absences with tblastn on Phytozome. The list of sequences was manually curated
and extremely short sequences were removed. EMF1 orthologs were predicted as two separate genes in several genomes. For the purpose of reconstructing the evolutionary history of
the loci, the two sequences were concatenated.
Alignment columns consisting of more than 90% gaps in the alignments were removed
with trimAl v1.4.rev14 (Capella-Gutiérrez et al. 2009) (however the new alignment was
required to not be shorter than 20% of initial alignment length). Phylogenetic trees were inferred with RAxML v 7.9.5 (Stamatakis 2006) (rapid bootstrap analysis and search for best
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scoring ML tree in a single run, 100 bootstraps), with the amino acid replacement model as
determined by ProtTest 3.3 (Darriba et al. 2011) (which was JTT+I+G for all trees), and visualized with iTol (Letunic and Bork 2011). Because of their size and complexity, gene trees
are represented as interpretations in the form of schematic trees in the main manuscript.

Functional and other data/methods
Phosphorylation data were obtained from PhosphAt 4.0 (Durek et al. 2010). De novo
motif search in EMF1 and other orthologous groups was performed with meme v 4.9.1
(Bailey and Elkan 1994) (any number of motifs, minimum motif width 10 aa, maximum
motif width 150 aa, minimum number of sites 20). Linear motifs in LHP1 and EMF1 were
identified using the Eukaryotic Linear Motif database (ELM) (Dinkel et al. 2014). Disorder
prediction was performed by globplot2 (Linding et al. 2003), ronn (Yang et al. 2005) and
IUPred (Dosztányi et al. 2005). Visualization of alignments and calculation of conservation
scores was done with Jalview v 2.8 (Waterhouse et al. 2009).
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Table S1. List of genomes.
Species
code

Species name

Genome version

Source/reference

Taxonomic
group

AmbTri

Amborella
trichopoda

v1.0, evm_run27

Amborella Genome Project
2013

Angiosperm

AquCoe

Aquilegia
coerulea

JGI 8X assembly v1.0,
annotation v1.2a

Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot

AraLyr

Arabidopsis
lyrata

JGI release v1.0

Hu et al. 2011; Goodstein et Dicot
al. 2012

AraTha

Arabidopsis
thaliana

TAIR10

Goodstein et al. 2012;
Lamesch et al. 2012

Dicot

BatPra

Bathycoccus
prasinos

Release 15jul2011

Moreau et al. 2012

Green alga
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Species
code

Species name

Genome version

Source/reference

Taxonomic
group

BraDis

Brachypodium JGI 8x assembly release
distachyon
v1.0 of strain Bd21 with
JGI/MIPS PASA annotation v1.2

Vogel et al. 2010; Goodstein
et al. 2012

Monocot

BraRap

Brassica rapa

Annotation v1.2 on assembly v1.1

Wang et al. 2011; Goodstein Dicot
et al. 2012

CaeEle

Caenorhabditis elegans

WBcel235

Flicek et al. 2014; Harris et
al. 2014

CapRub

Capsella
rubella

JGI annotation v1.0 on
assembly v1

Goodstein et al. 2012; Slotte Dicot
et al. 2013

CarPap

Carica papaya ASGPB release of 2007

Ming et al. 2008; Goodstein
et al. 2012

Dicot

ChlVar

Chlorella
variabilis

Annotation v1.0 on assembly v1.0

Blanc et al. 2010

Green alga

CitSin

Citrus sinensis

JGI v1.1 annotation on v1
assembly

Goodstein et al. 2012; Wu
et al. 2014

Dicot

ClaRei

Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii

JGI v5.0 assembly, annotation v5.3.1

Merchant et al. 2007; Good- Green alga
stein et al. 2012

CocSub

Coccomyxa
subellipsoidea

JGI v2.0 assembly and
annotation

Blanc et al. 2012; Goodstein
et al. 2012

Green alga

CucSat

Cucumis
sativus

Roche 454-XLR assembly
and JGI v1.0 annotation

Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot

CyaMer

Cyanidioschyzon merolae

http://merolae.biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/download, downloaded on 16.09.2013

Matsuzaki et al. 2004

Red alga

CyaPar

Cyanophora
paradoxa

http://cyanophora.rutgers.
edu/cyanophora/, downloaded on 11.10.2013

Price et al. 2012

Glaucophyte

DroMel

Drosophila
melanogaster

Assebbly BDGP5 with
annotation FlyBase release
5.46

Adams 2000; Flicek et al.
2014

Metazoan

EucGra

Eucalyptus
grandis

JGI assembly v1.0, annotation v1.1

Goodstein et al. 2012; Myburg et al. 2014

Dicot

FraVes

Fragaria vesca

v1.1 assembly, v1.0 annotation

Shulaev et al. 2011; Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot

FusOxy

Fusarium
oxysporum

FO2 2011-02-Ensembl
Fungi

Ma et al. 2010; Flicek et al.
2014

Fungus

GalSul

Galdieria
sulphuraria

PRJNA13023,
GCA_000341285.1

Schönknecht et al. 2013;
NCBI BioProject PRJNA13023

Red alga

Metazoan
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Species
code

Species name

Genome version

Source/reference

Taxonomic
group

GlyMax

Glycine max

JGI Glyma1.1 annotation
of the chromosome-based
Glyma1 assembly

Schmutz et al. 2010; Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot

GosRai

Gossypium
raimondii

JGI annotation v2.1 on
assembly v2.0

Goodstein et al. 2012; Pater- Dicot
son et al. 2012

HomSap

Homo sapiens

GRCh37.p12

Flicek et al. 2014

Metazoan

LacBic

Laccaria
bicolor

Assembly v2, annotation
20110203

Martin et al. 2008

Fungus

LinUsi

Linum
usitatissimum

BGI v1.0 on assembly v1.0

Goodstein et al. 2012; Wang Dicot
et al. 2012

ManEsc

Manihot
esculenta

Assembly version 4, JGI
annotation v4.1

Goodstein et al. 2012;
Prochnik et al. 2012

Dicot

MedTru

Medicago
truncatula

Mt3.5v4 on assembly
MedtrA17_3.5 from the
Medicago Genome Sequence Consortium

Young et al. 2011; Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot

MicPus

Micromonas
pusilla

RCC299; JGI v3.0 assembly and annotation

Worden et al. 2009; Goodstein et al. 201)

Green alga

MimGut

Mimulus
guttatus

V2.0

Goodstein et al. 2012; Hellsten et al. 2013

Dicot

NeuCra

Neurospora
crassa

NC12

Galagan et al. 2003

Fungus

OrySat

Oryza sativa

MSU Release 7.0 of the
Rice Genome Annotation

Ouyang et al. 2007; Goodstein et al. 2012

Monocot

OstLuc

Ostreococcus
lucimarinus

JGI v2.0 assembly and
annotation

Palenik et al. 2007; Goodstein et al. 2012

Green alga

PanVir

Panicum
virgatum

JGI v0.0 annotation on
assembly v0

Goodstein et al. 2012

Monocot

PhaVul

Phaseolus
vulgaris

JGI annotation v1.0
on assembly v1.0 using
published ESTs, and JGI
RNAseq

Goodstein et al. 2012;
Schmutz et al. 2014

Dicot

PhyInf

Phytophthora
infestans

T30-4

Haas et al. 2009

SAR

PhyPat

Physcomitrella
patens

JGI assembly release v1.1
and COSMOSS annotation v1.6

Rensing et al. 2008; Goodstein et al. 2012; Zimmer et
al. 2013

Moss

PicAbi

Picea abies

v1.0

Nystedt et al. 2013

Gymnosperm

PopTri

Populus
trichocarpa

JGI assembly release v3.0,
annotation v3.0

Tuskan et al. 2006; Goodstein et al. 2012

Dicot
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code

Species name

Genome version

Source/reference

Taxonomic
group

PruPer

Prunus persica JGI release v1.0

Goodstein et al. 2012; Verde
et al. 2013

Dicot

RicCom

Ricinus
communis

TIGR release 0.1

Chan et al. 2010; Goodstein
et al. 2012

Dicot

SacCer

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

S288C

Cherry et al. 2012; Engel et
al. 2014

Fungus

SelMoe

Selaginella
moellendorffii

JGI v1.0 assembly and
annotation

Banks et al. 2011; Goodstein et al. 2012

Moss

SetIta

Setaria italica

JGI 8.3X chromosome-scale assembly v2.0,
annotation v2.1

Bennetzen et al. 2012;
Goodstein et al. 2012

Monocot

SolLyc

Solanum
lycopersicum

SGNTomato Genome
Project ITAG2.3

Goodstein et al. 2012; Tomato Genome Consortium
2012

Dicot

SolTub

Solanum
tuberosum

DM1-3 516R44
Potato Genome Sequencing
Consortium et al. 2011;
(CIP801092) Genome
Annotation v3.4 mapped to Goodstein et al. 2012
pseudomolecule sequence

Dicot

SorBic

Sorghum
bicolor

v2.1

Paterson et al. 2009; Goodstein et al. 2012

Monocot

TetThe

Tetrahymena
thermophila

Oct2008

Eisen et al. 2006

SAR

ThaPse

Thalassiosira
pseudonana

PRJNA34119,
GCA_000149405.2

Armbrust et al. 2004

SAR

TheCac

Theobroma
cacao

D. Gilbert public gene set 8 Goodstein et al. 2012;
Mar 2012 on assembly v1.1 Motamayor et al. 2013

Dicot

TheHal

Thellungiella
halophila
/ Eutrema
salsugineum

JGI annotation v1.0 on
assembly v1

Goodstein et al. 2012; R.
Yang et al. 2013

Dicot

VitVin

Vitis vinifera

March 2010 12X assembly Jaillon et al. 2007; Goodand annotation from Geno- stein et al. 2012
scope

Dicot

VolCar

Volvox carteri

JGI annotation 2.0 on
assembly v2

Green alga

ZeaMay

Zea mays

5b.60 annotation (filtered
Schnable et al. 2009; Goodset) of the maize "B73"
stein et al. 2012
genome v2 produced by the
Maize Genome Project

Prochnik et al. 2010; Goodstein et al. 2012

Monocot
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Figure S1. LHP1 gene tree. Only bootstrap values higher than 50 are shown. A. thaliana LHP1 is
highlighted with gray background.
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TetThe|TTHERM 01337400
DroMel|FBgn0004400|FBtr0086897
DroMel|FBgn0039019|FBtr0084309
CaeEle|K01G5.2|K01G5.2c|Protein
CaeEle|K08H2.6|K08H2.6|Protein
HomSap|ENSG00000122565|ENST00000337620|chromob
HomSap|ENSG00000094916|ENST00000209875|chromob
HomSap|ENSG00000108468|ENST00000393408|chromob
DroMel|FBgn0030082|FBtr0301805
DroMel|FBgn0037675|FBtr0082016
DroMel|FBgn0003607|FBtr0079635
SelMoe|tblastn LHP1
eu monilophyte|protein−JVSZ−7371−Equisetum hym
PicAbi|MA 124480g0010
PhyPat|Pp1s220 98V6.1 repredicted
conifer|protein−GGEA−68229−Cedrus libani
conifer|protein−WVWN−54764−Larix speciosa
lep monilophyte|protein−POPJ−22797−Pteris vitt
lep monilophyte|protein−KJZG−63068−Asplenium p
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00011.15
BraDis|Bradi3g24710.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os10g17770.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.K009100.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G117100 T01|PACid
SetIta|Si036395m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00008536m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00018352m|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 031 00044.1|PACid
FraVes|mrna03113.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
PruPer|ppa021305m repredicted
CucSat|Cucsa.362610.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.257460.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01019328001|PACid
MimGut|Migut.N01648.1.p|PACid
MimGut|Migut.O00699O00700 merged
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400054841|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc10g024470.1.1|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc01g081500.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400054189|PACid
MedTru|AC225519 12.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.010G034600.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g26285.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma16g08860.2|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g23260.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g118260.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.009G117500.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma06g00400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma04g00340.1|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.E01743.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.007G347200.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG025743t2|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g042818m|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 73.30 repredicted
CapRub|Carubv10000932m|PACid
AraTha|AT5G17690.1|PACid
AraLyr|862169|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10013571m|PACid
BraRap|Bra013958|PACid
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SolLyc|Solyc01g081500.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400054189|PACid
MedTru|AC225519 12.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.010G034600.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g26285.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma16g08860.2|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g23260.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g118260.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.009G117500.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma06g00400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma04g00340.1|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.E01743.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.007G347200.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG025743t2|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g042818m|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 73.30 repredicted
CapRub|Carubv10000932m|PACid
AraTha|AT5G17690.1|PACid
AraLyr|862169|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10013571m|PACid
BraRap|Bra013958|PACid
BraRap|Bra006417|PACid
BraRap|Bra023629|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10005669|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10020324|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10013641|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10001338|PACid
PopTri|Potri.019G044400.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.013G070400.1|PACid
RicCom|30148.m001410|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 008090m|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 007891m|PACid
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Figure S2. Ring1 gene tree. Only bootstrap values higher than 50 are shown. A. thaliana genes are
highlighted with gray background.
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TetThe|TTHERM 00263030
CaeEle|T13H2.5|T13H2.5a|Protein
ThaPse|gi|224000760|ref|XP 002290052.1|
PhyInf|PITG 13276T0
DroMel|FBgn0003330|FBtr0085245
HomSap|ENSG00000121481|ENST00000367510|rin
HomSap|ENSG00000204227|ENST00000374656|rin
BatPra|Bathy11g03370
MicPus|58821|PACid
CocSub|58076|PACid
ChlVar|jgi|ChlNC64A 1|139722|IGS.gm 26 000
VolCar|Vocar20001790m|PACid
ClaRei|Cre04.g213800.t1.3|PACid
PicAbi|MA 104213g0010
PicAbi|MA 10426243g0010
PhyPat|Pp1s412 47V6.1|PACid
PhyPat|Pp1s194 136V6.1|PACid
SelMoe|8697 repredicted
lep monilophyte|protein−BMJR−62531−Adiantu
lep monilophyte|protein−GSXD−65789−Myriopt
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold0003
PanVir|Pavirv00018579m|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G123791 T01|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.001G191400.1.p|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os05g41795.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g21040.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.009G184700.1.p|PACid
SetIta|Si021868m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00052716m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00036917m|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g52362.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os01g58400.1|PACid
SetIta|Si001258m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00065087m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00039377m|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.003G324300.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G383833 T01|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.006G196500.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G083515 T01|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G169645 T01|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 036 00097.1|PACid
MimGut|Migut.H01477.1.p|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400051756|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc02g077890.2.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01021091001|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.046340.1|PACid
FraVes|mrna29729.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
PruPer|ppa009446m repredicted
GlyMax|Glyma13g24571.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma08g46510.2|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.008G128900.1|PACid
RicCom|30190.m011326|PACid
PopTri|Potri.011G056300.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G047000.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.010G155500.2
TheCac|Thecc1EG029829t2|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g010664m|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 373.4|PACid
Cleome ChrCleome21 Th23270
Cleome ChrCleome31 blasthit
VitVin|GSVIVT01020579001|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g011622m|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG008152t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.008G154600.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 83.71 repredi
BraRap|Bra015262|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10007494m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10009016m|PACid
AraTha|AT1G03770.2|PACid
AraLyr|470350|PACid
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GlyMax|Glyma08g46510.2|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.008G128900.1|PACid
RicCom|30190.m011326|PACid
PopTri|Potri.011G056300.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G047000.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.010G155500.2
TheCac|Thecc1EG029829t2|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g010664m|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 373.4|PACid
Cleome ChrCleome21 Th23270
Cleome ChrCleome31 blasthit
VitVin|GSVIVT01020579001|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g011622m|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG008152t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.008G154600.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 83.71 repredi
BraRap|Bra015262|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10007494m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10009016m|PACid
AraTha|AT1G03770.2|PACid
AraLyr|470350|PACid
Cleome ChrCleome24 Th08253
Cleome ChrCleome7 Th15992
CapRub|Carubv10026235m|PACid
AraTha|AT5G44280.1
AraLyr|884283|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10003181m|PACid
BraRap|Bra033732|PACid
BraRap|Bra027538|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.K01047.1|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc07g053800.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400055721|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.005G101600.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma13g37120.2|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma12g33300.2|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.011G125700.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma06g44476.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma12g13270.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.384920.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa009429m repredicted
FraVes|mrna17739.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
LinUsi|Lus10039845|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10018609|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 023570m repredicted
PopTri|Potri.007G138700.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.017G013000.1|PACid
RicCom|29983.m003157 repredicted
ManEsc|cassava4.1 024012m|PACid
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Figure S3. Bmi1 gene tree. Only bootstrap values higher than 50 are shown. A. thaliana genes are
highlighted with gray background.
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TetThe|TTHERM 00488360
PhyInf|PITG 16223T0
ThaPse|gi|224009894|ref|XP 002293905.1|
PhyInf|PITG 11242T0
CaeEle|F11A10.3|F11A10.3a|Protein
HomSap|ENSG00000180628|ENST00000543648|polyco
DroMel|FBgn0002283|FBtr0307336
HomSap|ENSG00000185619|ENST00000505655|polyco
HomSap|ENSG00000156374|ENST00000369847|polyco
HomSap|ENSG00000115289|ENST00000233630|polyco
DroMel|FBgn0265623|FBtr0330613
DroMel|FBgn0005624|FBtr0087798
HomSap|ENSG00000168283|ENST00000376663|BMI1
HomSap|ENSG00000056661|ENST00000581345|polyco
MicPus|107639|PACid
BatPra|Bathy05g04820
CocSub|39694 repred aug
VolCar|Vocar20006591m|PACid
ClaRei|Cre12.g545600.t2.1|PACid
ClaRei|Cre12.g545700.t1.3|PACid
AraLyr|859809|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 58.41|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 58.40|PACid
MimGut|Migut.N02806.1.p|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400007500 repredicted
MedTru|Medtr1g093160.1 repredicted
PhaVul|Phvul.007G109200.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma20g35250.2|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g32360.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.254880.1|PACid
FraVes|mrna32600.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
PruPer|ppa026588m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.008G161500.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.010G077800.1|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 031998m|PACid
RicCom|29844.m003171|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g017653m|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG020781t1|PACid
BraRap|Bra001901 repredicted
TheHal|Thhalv10022423m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10016464m|PACid
AraTha|AT3G23060.1|PACid [Bmi1C]
AraLyr|479814|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01018105001|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 049 00063.1|PACid
MimGut|Migut.N02185.1.p|PACid
MimGut|Migut.D00380.1.p|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400026476|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc09g065990.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400034778|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc06g084040.2.1|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 017 00616.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400009434|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc06g008600.2.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01000748001|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.B01495.1|PACid
RicCom|29883.m002004|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 007287m|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 031102m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.005G219000.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.002G044100.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10033860|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10014749|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.168400.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa007993m fixed
FraVes|mrna08209.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
PhaVul|Phvul.001G157400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma19g34440.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g31610.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G177500.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g03780.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma02g15980.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.007G142500.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G104800.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.004G074300.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG004200t1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g013534m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10009276m|PACid
AraTha|AT1G06770.1|PACid [Bmi1B]
AraLyr|887879|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10007754m|PACid
BraRap|Bra015525|PACid
BraRap|Bra015526|PACid
AraLyr|902047|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10023287m|PACid
AraTha|AT2G30580.1|PACid [Bmi1A]
TheHal|Thhalv10016711m|PACid
BraRap|Bra021651|PACid
BraRap|Bra018304|PACid
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CucSat|Cucsa.168400.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa007993m fixed
FraVes|mrna08209.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
PhaVul|Phvul.001G157400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma19g34440.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma03g31610.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G177500.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g03780.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma02g15980.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.007G142500.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G104800.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.004G074300.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG004200t1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g013534m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10009276m|PACid
AraTha|AT1G06770.1|PACid [Bmi1B]
AraLyr|887879|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10007754m|PACid
BraRap|Bra015525|PACid
BraRap|Bra015526|PACid
AraLyr|902047|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10023287m|PACid
AraTha|AT2G30580.1|PACid [Bmi1A]
TheHal|Thhalv10016711m|PACid
BraRap|Bra021651|PACid
BraRap|Bra018304|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01036276001|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.B02121.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G187800.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma20g36830.2|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g30510.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.133170.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa005474m|PACid
FraVes|mrna16580.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
PopTri|Potri.005G054100.1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g017736m|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 617.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG026320t2|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.007G278000.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10006558|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10003261|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10021993|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10042532|PACid
PopTri|Potri.013G042000.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.005G054400.1|PACid
RicCom|29598.m000455|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 008021m|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 007507m|PACid
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00002.5
AquCoe|Aquca 020 00540.1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG037561t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.001G015000.1|PACid
conifer|protein−RSCE−58407−Wollemia nobilis
conifer|protein−XIRK−7655−Athrotaxis
−
cupresso
conifer|protein−UUJS−10760−Nageia
−
nagi
SelMoe|438486|PACid
SelMoe|440578|PACid
PhyPat|Pp1s127 49V6.1|PACid
PhyPat|Pp1s233 110V6.1|PACid
fern|protein−CQPW−22534−Anemia tomentosa
fern|protein−GSXD−14369−Myriopteris eatonii
fern|protein−UFJN−88939−Diplazium wichurae
BraDis|Bradi1g09140.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os03g53080.1|PACid
SetIta|Si035410m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00066865m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00029273m|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.001G095200.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G147809 T01|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G018798 T01|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os03g58390.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi1g05390.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.001G055900.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G457544 T01|PACid
SetIta|Si037099m repredicted
PanVir|Pavirv00008368m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00003233m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00023427m|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os03g43360.2|PACid
BraDis|Bradi1g14270.1|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G141379 T01|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.001G161900.1.p|PACid
SetIta|Si035231m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00014357m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00023379m|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os12g40790.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi4g02647.1|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G116574 T01|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G180195 T01|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.008G156200.1.p|PACid
SetIta|Si021902m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00021490m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00019209m|PACid
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Figure S4. EMF1 gene tree. Only bootstrap values higher than 50 are shown. A. thaliana genes are
highlighted with gray background.
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BraDis|Bradi2g07710.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os01g12890.1|PACid
SetIta|Si000149m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00055099m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00070023m|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G700655 T01|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.009G039800.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G357737 T01|PACid
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00109.77
PicAbi|MA 2116g0010
PicAbi|MA 10430676g0010
PicAbi|MA 10677g0020
AquCoe|Aquca 001 00402.1|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10003568m|PACid
BraRap|Bra009861|PACid
BraRap|Bra006104|PACid
BraRap|Bra008955|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10015703m|PACid
BraRap|Bra023327|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10000092m|PACid
AraTha|AT5G11530.1|PACid [EMF1]
AraLyr|861555|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 7.254 5 6
TheCac|Thecc1EG037163t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.001G027600.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.001G027700.1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g000866m|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10009490|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10011692|PACid
RicCom|29794.m003433|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 000338m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.018G039500.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.006G240500.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01035651001 repredicted
MimGut|Migut.A00223.1.p|PACid
MimGut|Migut.E01516.1.p|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400032378|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc11g071250.1.1|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.C02901.1|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.E03518.1 repredicted
FraVes|mrna08809.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
PruPer|ppa000318m|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.161390.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.312630.1 repredicted
GlyMax|Glyma17g28170.1|PACid
MedTru|AC225507 26.1|PACid
MedTru|AC225517 23.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.009G107600.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma06g08787.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma04g08680.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.003G283600.1.p|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os01g52780.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g48780.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os05g11428.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.003G026800.1.p 003G026900.1.p merge
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G022651 T01 GRMZM2G323353 T01 merge
OrySat|LOC Os01g10530.2|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os01g10520.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g06340.2|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g06360.1|PACid
BraDis|Bradi2g19660.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os05g44190.1|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.009G200000.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G479987 T01|PACid
SetIta|Si021040m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00003396m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00069835m|PACid
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00021.294
AquCoe|Aquca 039 00002.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.185300.1 185310.1 merged
FraVes|mrna00573.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
PruPer|ppa018151m ppa001053m merged
PhaVul|Phvul.006G035100.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma18g12491.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma08g42353.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr5g091810.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.008G190400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma14g03071.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma02g45755.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01000809001|PACid
MimGut|Migut.H02109.1.p|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc07g055910.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400030217|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.A01960.1|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 022181m|PACid
RicCom|29993.m001043 m001044 merged
CitSin|orange1.1g043565m 001604m merged
TheCac|Thecc1EG001834t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.006G007500.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 50.70 71 merged
AraTha|AT3G58770.1|PACid
AraLyr|486331|PACid
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PanVir|Pavirv00069835m|PACid
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00021.294
AquCoe|Aquca 039 00002.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.185300.1 185310.1 merged
FraVes|mrna00573.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
PruPer|ppa018151m ppa001053m merged
PhaVul|Phvul.006G035100.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma18g12491.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma08g42353.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr5g091810.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.008G190400.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma14g03071.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma02g45755.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01000809001|PACid
MimGut|Migut.H02109.1.p|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc07g055910.2.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400030217|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.A01960.1|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 022181m|PACid
RicCom|29993.m001043 m001044 merged
CitSin|orange1.1g043565m 001604m merged
TheCac|Thecc1EG001834t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.006G007500.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 50.70 71 merged
AraTha|AT3G58770.1|PACid
AraLyr|486331|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10005808m|PACid
BraRap|Bra007418 repredicted
PicAbi|MA 159119g0010
PicAbi|MA 132688g0020
BraDis|Bradi5g13070.1|PACid
OrySat|LOC Os04g39560.1|PACid
SetIta|Si009264m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00029569m|PACid
PanVir|Pavirv00069620m|PACid
SorBic|Sobic.006G115600.1.p|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G006948 T01|PACid
ZeaMay|GRMZM2G151434 T02|PACid
AmbTri|evm 27.model.AmTr v1.0 scaffold00061.33
AquCoe|Aquca 058 00188.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01031653001|PACid
FraVes|mrna22260.1−v1.0−hybrid repredicted
PruPer|ppa015718m|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG020137t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.006G226800.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr1g116100.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma20g38705.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g43972.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma20g38700.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma10g43957.2|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G007000.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G006800.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.005G092100.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.007G006900.1|PACid
BraRap|Bra002831|PACid
BraRap|Bra035611|PACid
BraRap|Bra028941|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10012702m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10025899m|PACid
AraLyr|495715|PACid
AraTha|AT5G56250.2|PACid [HAP8]
CapRub|Carubv10025812m|PACid
AraTha|AT5G56240.2|PACid
AraLyr|495713|PACid
AraLyr|333231|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10012573m|PACid
BraRap|Bra002832|PACid
BraRap|Bra035610|PACid
BraRap|Bra028942|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400038284|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc07g066200.2.1|PACid
MimGut|Migut.M01579.1.p|PACid
MimGut|Migut.H01707.1.p|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.041680.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa000218m|PACid
FraVes|mrna01430.1−v1.0−hybrid|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 005 00306.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01014849001|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.F01984.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 12.61|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g006299m repredicted
TheCac|Thecc1EG030507t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.004G034500.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G147700.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10027098|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10008344|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10000240|PACid
PopTri|Potri.011G169100.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.001G472400.1|PACid
RicCom|28657.m000376|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 000237m|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 000257m|PACid
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Figure S5. VRN1 gene tree. Only bootstrap values higher than 50 are shown. A. thaliana genes are
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AquCoe|Aquca 007 00471.1|PACid
AquCoe|Aquca 010 00343.1|PACid
SolTub|PGSC0003DMP400032011|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc07g054630.2.1|PACid
SolLyc|Solyc08g068540.2.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10017970|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10041961|PACid
BraRap|Bra014191|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10011760m|PACid
AraLyr|314370|PACid
AraTha|AT1G49475.1|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10021527m|PACid
BraRap|Bra022374|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10015809m|PACid
AraTha|AT4G01580.1|PACid
AraTha|AT3G18960.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10023843|PACid
FraVes|mrna12617.1−v1.0−hybrid rep
LinUsi|Lus10035637|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10010756|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10010759|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.093850.1|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 023815m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G147100.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G147200.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.010G191500.1|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 026645m|PACid
RicCom|29851.m002491|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG006970t1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG006967t1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g018886m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g042542m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g043499m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g038266m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g043961m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g021378m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g044463m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g038275m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g042153m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g040084m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g048225m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g042100m|PACid
FraVes|mrna07345.1−v1.0−hybrid rep
PhaVul|Phvul.005G000700.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma04g43620.2|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005420.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005460.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr5g070440.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005500.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005480.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005510.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005490.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01031852001|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.H02901.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.109990.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 62.7
TheCac|Thecc1EG006968t1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG006969t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.012G151000.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G039700.1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g041048m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g017237m|PACid
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FraVes|mrna07345.1−v1.0−hybrid rep
PhaVul|Phvul.005G000700.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma04g43620.2|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005420.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005460.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr5g070440.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005500.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005480.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005510.1|PACid
MedTru|Medtr3g005490.1|PACid
VitVin|GSVIVT01031852001|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.H02901.1|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.109990.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 62.7
TheCac|Thecc1EG006968t1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG006969t1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.012G151000.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G039700.1|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g041048m|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g017237m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G147000.1|PACid
RicCom|29851.m002493 repredicted
ManEsc|cassava4.1 033218m|PACid
RicCom|29851.m002495|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 026568m|PACid
CucSat|Cucsa.110000.1|PACid
PruPer|ppa006275m|PACid
FraVes|mrna31955.1−v1.0−hybrid|PAC
GlyMax|Glyma20g01130.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.003G011300.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma07g21160.2|PACid
MedTru|Medtr4g068320.1|PACid
PhaVul|Phvul.011G050600.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma11g13210.1|PACid
GlyMax|Glyma12g05250.1|PACid
EucGra|Eucgr.G01517.1|PACid
RicCom|29851.m002498|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 006855m|PACid
ManEsc|cassava4.1 010446m|PACid
PopTri|Potri.009G108500.1|PACid
PopTri|Potri.004G146900.1|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10027940|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10012041|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10021006|PACid
LinUsi|Lus10023844|PACid
CitSin|orange1.1g016655m|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG037983t1|PACid
TheCac|Thecc1EG006971t2|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.002G006500.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.005G240900.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.012G150900.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G039800.1|PACid
GosRai|Gorai.013G040000.1|PACid
CarPap|evm.model.supercontig 62.67
TheHal|Thhalv10012062m|PACid
BraRap|Bra032286|PACid
BraRap|Bra014192|PACid
AraTha|AT1G49480.1|PACid [RTV]
CapRub|Carubv10010224m|PACid
AraLyr|891847|PACid
BraRap|Bra037544|PACid
BraRap|Bra001729 repredicted
BraRap|Bra022376|PACid
TheHal|Thhalv10021075m|PACid
CapRub|Carubv10015637m|PACid
AraTha|AT3G18990.1|PACid [VRN1]
AraLyr|479415|PACid
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ABSTRACT
The histone modification H3K27me3 is involved in repression of transcription and
plays a crucial role in developmental transitions in both animals and plants. It is deposited by PRC2 (Polycomb repressive complex 2), a conserved protein complex. In Arabidopsis thaliana, H3K27me3 is found at 15% of all genes. These tend to encode transcription
factors and other regulators important for development. However, it is not known how
PRC2 is recruited to target loci nor how this set of target genes arose during Arabidopsis
evolution. To resolve the latter, we integrated A. thaliana gene families with five independent genome-wide H3K27me3 data sets. Gene families were either significantly enriched
or depleted of H3K27me3, showing a strong impact of shared ancestry to H3K27me3 distribution. To quantify this, we performed ancestral state reconstruction of H3K27me3 on
phylogenetic trees of gene families. The set of H3K27me3-marked genes changed less than
expected by chance, suggesting that H3K27me3 was retained after gene duplication. This
retention suggests that the PRC2-recruiting signal could be encoded in the DNA and also
conserved among certain duplicated genes. Indeed, H3K27me3-marked genes were overrepresented among paralogs sharing conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs) that are enriched
with transcription factor binding sites. The association of upstream CNSs with H3K27me3marked genes represents the first genome-wide connection between H3K27me3 and potential regulatory elements in plants. Thus, we propose that CNSs likely function as part of the
PRC2 recruitment in plants.
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INTRODUCTION
The histone modification H3K27me3 (trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27) is
involved in repression of transcription in plants, animals, and fungi (Schuettengruber et al.
2007; Jamieson et al. 2013). In Arabidopsis thaliana, it plays an important role in developmental transitions (Farrona et al. 2008; Bouyer et al. 2011). Its target genes, which represent
more than 15% of the Arabidopsis genome, show low and tissue-specific expression (Zhang
et al. 2007). They tend to encode transcription factors or proteins with other regulatory
functions.
H3K27me3 is deposited by the evolutionary conserved Polycomb repressive complex
(PRC2). PRC2 was already present in the last common ancestor of plants, animals, and
fungi, which was a unicellular organism. However, PRC2 target genes in both plants and
animals are involved in processes related to multicellularity, implying convergent evolution
(Haudry et al. 2013). In contrast to the conservation of the PRC2 protein complex, the
localization of H3K27me3 differs between animals and plants. H3K27me3 in Drosophila
and mammals tends to cover long genomic stretches, whereas in A. thaliana, H3K27me3
is preferentially localized at gene-coding regions. In addition, the signal that recruits PRC2
to target loci seems to vary among different groups of organisms (Zhang et al. 2007). In
Drosophila, whose H3K27me3-depositing mechanism is best studied, the PRC2-recruiting
signals are Polycomb response elements (PREs). PREs are several hundred base pairs long
stretches of DNA without a clear consensus sequence but predicted to function as clusters of
binding sites for DNA-binding proteins. Several transcription factors have been experimentally demonstrated to bind to PREs and to be required for PRC2 recruitment as well as for
trimethylation at H3K27 (Simon and Kingston 2009). In mammals, the PRC2 recruiting
signal is thought to consist of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), CpG-rich regions, and
other unknown factors (Margueron and Reinberg 2011). In Arabidopsis, the PRC2-recruiting signal is unknown. However, recent studies on two loci suggest two potentially compatible options for PRC2 recruitment. One study reported that regulation of FLOWERING
LOCUS C (FLC) expression involves lncRNAs in H3K27me3 establishment (Heo and
Sung 2011). The second study proposed the upstream region of LEAFY COTYLEDON
2 (LEC2) to facilitate PRC2 recruitment (Berger et al. 2011). Hence, PRC2 might utilize
these mechanisms independently in a gene-specific context. Alternatively, recruitment to its
targets could depend on a so far unexplored combination of factors as proposed for animals.
Studying how the set of H3K27me3-marked genes evolved could further our understanding of this epigenetic system. The finding that H3K27me3 is highly conserved between rice and maize orthologs (Makarevitch et al. 2013) suggests conservation after species
divergence. Furthermore, an analysis of a small sample of A. thaliana gene families shows
that some families contain higher than expected proportion of H3K27me3-marked genes
(Lafos et al. 2011). Because gene families evolved mostly by gene duplication, it is tempting
to speculate that H3K27me3 is retained after duplication. If indeed H3K27me3 is retained
after gene duplication and speciation, it suggests the existence of a conserved signal in DNA
that is directly or indirectly involved in PRC2-mediated deposition of the modification.
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Our previous work (Berke et al. 2012) is consistent with this hypothesis: A. thaliana paralogs from the latest (alpha) whole-genome duplication (WGD) that are both marked with
H3K27me3 show more similar expression patterns and more conserved upstream regions.
Such conserved upstream regions could represent conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs)
(Thomas et al. 2007; Baxter et al. 2012; Haudry et al. 2013 and others). CNSs in plants are
more often located upstream of genes, generally associated with lowly expressed genes, and
enriched with transcription factor binding motifs such as the G-box (Freeling et al. 2007;
Baxter et al. 2012; Spangler et al. 2012; Haudry et al. 2013). They are also relatively short,
rarely surpassing 100 bp in length, which hinders their detection. The function of CNSs is
mostly unknown.
In this study, we reconstructed the ancestral states of H3K27me3 in A. thaliana gene
families to show that H3K27me3 tends to be retained after gene duplication. Retention of
H3K27me3 after duplication helps to explain the set of H3K27me3-marked genes and is
consistent with the PRC2 recruitment signal being encoded in conserved DNA elements.
We sought for the cause of retention by comparing H3K27me3-marked genes with CNSrich genes. The two sets overlap significantly; moreover, we observed an even more significant overlap between H3K27me3-marked genes and genes with CNSs in their upstream
regions. This evolutionarily conserved association holds for CNSs defined at the level of
paralogs as well as orthologs and suggests a role for CNSs in PRC2 recruitment.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Data sets
Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome, intergenic and protein sequences (representative
model), as well as annotation files v. TAIR10 were obtained from TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org, last accessed March 4, 2014). Binary data on H3K27me3-marked genes were
obtained from ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experiments (Zhang et al. 2007; Bouyer et al. 2011;
Farrona et al. 2011; Lafos et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011). We extracted a high-confidence list of
genes with H3K27me3 by collecting only genes that appear in at least three data sets.
We used four CNS data sets (Table 1) (Freeling et al. 2007; Baxter et al. 2012; Haudry
et al. 2013), with minor modifications. From the Freeling data set, we removed pairs designated as “our additional”. From the Baxter paralogous data set, we excluded 12 pairs of paralogs that do not exist in the Bowers data set of a WGD paralogs (Bowers et al. 2003) in order to perform hypergeometric test. From the Haudry data set, we used only the CNSs that
did not overlap more than 2bp with any previously described element in the genome (listed in ftp://anonymous@ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Genes/TAIR10_genome_release/
TAIR10_gff3/TAIR10_GFF3_genes_transposons.gff, last accessed March 4, 2014). The remaining Haudry CNSs were then assigned to the closest gene or transposable element gene,
because transposable elements are also marked by H3K27me3 (Lafos et al. 2011). The CNSs
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were then classified as upstream or downstream. Overrepresentation (Venn diagrams) was
calculated using hypergeometric test. Motif search was performed on concatenated CNSs of
genes with more than five CNSs with MEME v. 4.9 (Bailey and Elkan 1994) (motif width
6–8 nt, as in Haudry et al. (2013); oops search mode, included reverse complement) using
second-order Markov model of A. thaliana intergenic CNSs as background.
We used two rice H3K27me3 data sets (He et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2012). Protein coding
sequences were obtained from Phytozome v. 9.1. (Goodstein et al. 2012) (rice genome v.
7.0; Ouyang et al. 2007).

Clusters, trees, and ancestral state reconstruction
We used BlastP (filtered query sequence, e-value cutoff 1e-3) version 2.2.18 to find
similar sequences and MCL (Enright et al. 2002) (v.12-068; inflation parameter 2) to create
families. Families containing between 4 and 200 proteins were aligned using MAFFT v.
7.027b (Katoh and Standley 2013) (parameter genafpair). Phylogenetic trees were based on
protein sequences and calculated using RAxML (Stamatakis 2006) version 7.2.8 alpha (substitution model PROTGAMMAWAG, 100 runs). Blast, MAFFT, and RAxML used protein
(and not DNA) sequences as input; throughout the manuscript we refer to the resulting
families as “gene families” for simplicity.
As ancestral state reconstruction requires rooted trees, we used midpoint rooting for all
inferred trees (there is no outgroup which would allow for a different type of rooting). Ancestral state reconstruction for H3K27me3 was performed using original Sankoff parsimony
as described (Clemente et al. 2009). Ties were resolved according to ACCTRAN algorithm
(Farris 1970; Swofford and Maddison 1987; Wiley and Lieberman 2011); ties at the level
of root were resolved by setting the root value to 1. Parameter sweep was performed with
gain and loss costs varying in steps of 0.1 while the sum of both amounted to 2 (i.e., gain
0.1, loss 1.9; gain 0.2, loss 1.8; etc.). To obtain the randomized data set, we permuted the
H3K27me3 marks within each family and performed ancestral state reconstruction. This
was repeated 100 times.

RESULTS
H3K27me3 tends to be retained after gene duplications
To uncover the fate of H3K27me3 after gene duplications, we systematically analyzed
the distribution of H3K27me3 in A. thaliana gene families. As a first step, we obtained
H3K27me3-marked genes from already published genome-wide data sets (Zhang et al.
2007; Bouyer et al. 2011; Farrona et al. 2011; Lafos et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011). These
H3K27me3 data sets differ in their experimental approach (ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip) and
analyzed tissues (Fig. S1A and Data set S1). They were combined into a high-confidence set
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of H3K27me3-marked genes by selecting only the 5,118 genes that appeared in at least three
out of five genome-wide analyses. Next, we inferred A. thaliana gene families. Single-gene
families (4,216) and those with more than 200 genes (4) were discarded. In total, 3,661 gene
families were used for further analysis. Most of them contained little or no H3K27me3marked genes (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1B). Although a substantial number of nonmarked families is
expected by chance given their paucity in the genome (18% of all genes), mostly nonmarked
(0–20%) as well as mostly marked (80–100% marked genes) gene families were significantly
overrepresented (P < 0.001, permutation test; expected values are averages of 1,000 permutations of H3K27me3 among all families) (Fig. 1B). Moreover, we observed a depletion of
approximately 18% marked gene families, on the contrary to what one would expect if comparing with genome average (Fig. S1C). Large families had a higher proportion of marked
genes (Fig. S2A). Yet, this correlation did not confound our results as both small (2–6 genes)
and large (7–200 genes) gene families showed a bimodal distribution, with enrichment in
mostly marked and mostly nonmarked gene families (Fig. S2B–E). Thus, bimodality in
distribution of gene families showed a strong influence of shared ancestry on H3K27me3
distribution and suggests H3K27me3 is inherited after gene duplication.
Measuring the rate of change from H3K27me3-marked to nonmarked genes and vice
versa requires knowing the evolutionary relationships among genes. Phylogenetic trees were
thus inferred from families consisting of 4 to 200 genes and rooted at midpoints. One of
the 1,579 inferred trees contained a group of genes encoding AP2-domain proteins, tran2500
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Figure 1. Gene families are enriched
in either marked or nonmarked genes.
(A) Distribution of gene families
according to the proportion of
H3K27me3-marked genes. (B) Bar
heights show an average log2 ratio of
observed/expected number of gene
families in each bin for 1,000 permutations. Stars indicate bars where observed values were more extreme than
the expected values for all 1,000 permutations.
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scription factors with diverse roles in development (Fig. 2A). With 9 of its 19 genes marked,
this family at first seemed to deviate from the enrichment pattern seen earlier. However,
its phylogenetic tree revealed two partitions in the H3K27me3 distribution. One of the
clades contained eight H3K27me3-marked genes. They were AINTEGUMENTA (ANT)
and ANT-LIKE (AIL) genes with diverse regulatory functions ranging from root stem cell
maintenance to flower development (Elliott et al. 1996; Aida et al. 2004). In contrast, the
rest of the family except for a single gene (1/11) was not H3K27me3-marked.
To obtain a more detailed picture of the rate of change of PRC2 target genes, we reconstructed the ancestral states of H3K27me3 on phylogenetic trees. We used Sankoff parsimony with two states: H3K27me3 is either present or absent. This method uses different costs
for gains and losses of H3K27me3. To see their effect on reconstruction, we used a range
of cost combinations (Fig. S3). Sankoff parsimony does not use information on the rate
of protein evolution, represented by the length of branches in the tree. This is appropriate
for our reconstructions, as rate of protein evolution is not necessarily correlated to rate of
H3K27me3 change. Ancestral state reconstruction is shown for the example case of AP2-domain transcription factors where, for a wide range of cost parameters, the most parsimonious explanation is that H3K27me3 was gained twice: once at the base of the ANT/AIL clade
and once on a branch leading to a single protein (SCHNARCHZAPFEN (SNZ)) (Fig. 2A).
The rate of change of H3K27me3 (sum of gains and losses) on trees was defined as
the fraction of the number of branches in the phylogeny where a change occurred (number
of gains and losses) in relation to total number of branches in the tree. Next, we randomly
reassigned H3K27me3 within each gene family (while keeping the topology of the phylogenetic tree) and reconstructed ancestral states for the entire set of families 100 times. The
average observed rate of change per branch was always lower than the rate for randomized
data (P < 0.01) (Fig. 2B, Fig. S4), revealing that H3K27me3 tends to be retained after gene
duplications.

CNSs are associated with H3K27me3-marked genes in Arabidopsis
paralogs
The observed tendency of H3K27me3 to be retained after gene duplication suggests
that the signal recruiting PRC2 could be in the DNA sequence and that it is the conservation of this signal that directly or indirectly causes the retention of H3K27me3 after duplication. As H3K27me3 is important for correct gene expression, PRC2-recruiting signals
are likely to be conserved. Indeed, paralogs that arose in the alpha WGD and retained their
mark are enriched for long (>18 nt) stretches of high sequence similarity (Berke et al. 2012).
To directly test whether CNSs tend to occur more often between gene pairs that also have
H3K27me3, we first focused on published CNSs between alpha paralogs, as their sequences
are likely most conserved. A manually curated subset of these paralogs with longer upstream
regions and more CNSs, named bigfoot genes (Freeling et al. 2007) (Table 1), showed an
enrichment of H3K27me3-marked gene pairs from the alpha WGD (hypergeometric test,
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Figure 2. H3K27me3 distribution in gene families reflects their phylogeny.
(A) An example phylogenetic tree with ancestral state reconstruction shows AP2-domain transcription factors. H3K27me3 data are represented as squares at the tips. Reconstructed ancestral states
are shown as circles. (B) Histogram of average number of H3K27me3 changes per branch when
gain penalty is 1.1. Observed number of changes is lower than number of changes in any of the
randomized cases.

P=4.0e-11) (Fig. 3A). This enrichment was not observed in gene pairs without or with only
one marked gene. Moreover, an independent set of paralogs with CNSs (Baxter et al. 2012)
showed the same association with marked paralogs (P=6.8e-12) and hence confirmed the association between H3K27me3-marked genes and CNSs in alpha WGD paralogs (Fig. 3B).

H3K27me3-marked genes are enriched in genes with orthologous CNSs
To see whether the association between CNSs and H3K27me3 could be generalized
beyond paralogs to any H3K27me3-marked gene, we made use of a recently published analysis that reported more than 90,000 CNSs (Haudry et al. 2013). These CNSs (the Haudry
data set) were based on the conservation among nine genomes from the Brassicaceae family, including A. thaliana. We used 45,947 CNSs that did not overlap with any annotated
genomic element and assigned them to the closest gene. Even with this crude approach of
assigning CNSs to genes, genes with >10 CNSs were significantly overrepresented among
marked genes (P=8.9e-21) (Fig. 4A, Data set S2). To see whether width of phylogenetic sampling for CNS discovery (Freeling and Subramaniam 2009; Baxter et al. 2012) influences
the comparison with H3K27me3-marked genes, we also used a dicot CNS data set that was
derived by comparing the genomes of A. thaliana, papaya (Carica papaya), poplar (Populus
trichocarpa), and grapevine (Vitis vinifera) (Baxter et al. 2012). Genes with CNSs showed
significant overlap with H3K27me3-marked genes (P=4.4e-38) (Fig. 4B), independently
corroborating the association of CNSs with H3K27me3.
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Table 1. Overview of CNS Data Sets.
Type of comparison

Breadth of species
sampling

Reference

Freeling bigfoot

Paralogs

A. thaliana

Freeling et al. (2007)

Baxter paralogous

Paralogs

A. thaliana

Baxter et al. (2012)

Haudry

Orthologs

Brassicaceae

Haudry et al. (2013)

Baxter orthologous

Orthologs

Dicots

Baxter et al. (2012)

Name of dataset

Previous analyses showed that upstream and downstream CNSs differ in their properties (Spangler et al. 2012). To see whether they also differ their association with H3K27me3,
we divided the Haudry CNSs into upstream and downstream CNSs. Genes with >5 upstream CNSs showed an even more significant overlap between H3K27me3 and CNSs
(P=6.5e-39) (Fig. 4C), whereas genes with >5 downstream CNSs were only weakly associated with H3K27me3-marked genes (P=0.005). Therefore, upstream CNSs showed a much
stronger link with H3K27me3 than the downstream CNSs.
As CNSs have been shown to be enriched in transcription factor binding sites (Haudry
et al. 2013), we wanted to see whether specific motifs are more common in upstream CNSs
that are assigned to H3K27me3-marked genes. Seven motifs occurred in at least one of the
CNSs of each H3K27me3-marked gene (Fig. S5). They exhibited either only partial or no
similarity to known transcription factor binding sites. Thus, a single motif in the upstream
regions involved in direct or indirect PRC2 recruitment is unlikely to exist.
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Baxter
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fold enrichment = 1.9

Figure 3. Paralogous CNSs are associated with H3K27me3.
(A) Overlap between bigfoot gene pairs and a WGD gene pairs with H3K27me3 where both genes
(two black squares), one gene (a white and a black square), or none (two white squares) are marked.
(B) Overlap between paralogous pairs with CNSs (as determined by Baxter et al. (2012)) with
H3K27me3-marked pairs. Background gene set consists of all a paralogous pairs (3,817 pairs).
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gene with H3K27me3
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Figure 4. Orthologous CNSs are associated with H3K27me3.
(A) Overlap between genes with H3K27me3 and genes from the Haudry CNS data set with >10
CNS. (B) Overlap between marked genes and genes with Baxter data set CNSs. (C) Overlap between
genes with >5 CNSs and H3K27me3-marked genes for upstream and downstream CNSs. The background data set for all Venn diagrams contains 32,678 genes. (D) Two examples of CNS inheritance
and H3K27me3. Left panel: only one of Arabidopsis homologs is H3K27me3-marked and has a
CNS conserved with poplar and grapevine orthologs. Right panel: both Arabidopsis paralogs have
H3K27me3 and a shared CNS. There is no H3K27me3 data for grapevine and poplar.

DISCUSSION
In this article, we examined the fate of histone modification H3K27me3 after gene
duplications at two levels. We first found that the distribution of H3K27me3 in families
is bimodal: gene families were mostly marked or mostly non-marked. We also observed
this biomodality in rice (Fig. S6, Data set S3) but could not perform subsequent analyses
as the two rice H3K27me3 data sets are much less congruent and consequently much less
suitable for our analysis than the data of A. thaliana (Fig. S6A). The ancestral reconstruction of H3K27me3 in A. thaliana, incorporating phylogenetic information, showed that
H3K27me3 is retained after gene duplication.
The retention of H3K27me3 between paralogs is consistent with the possibility that the
signal directing PRC2 to target genes is encoded in the DNA. We suggest that the conservation of this signal directly or indirectly causes the retention. Indeed, genes with upstream
CNSs overlap significantly with H3K27me3-marked genes. Why is the overlap not larger?
First, there are both biological and technical reasons for non-marked genes with CNSs.
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Nonmarked genes with CNSs confirm that the functions of CNSs are diverse (Thomas et
al. 2007; Spangler et al. 2012; Hupalo and Kern 2013) and only some will be connected to
H3K27me3. The observation that genes with more CNSs are more likely to be H3K27me3marked (see >10 CNS cutoff for the Venn diagram in Fig. 4A–C) supports this: the more
CNSs a gene has, the more substantial the overlap with H3K27me3-marked genes. Apart
from biological reasons, technical reasons also account for part of the discrepancy. False
negatives are likely present in our H3K27me3 data set, either due to the stringent cutoff
to obtain the dataset or due to the limited data for different tissues. As H3K27me3 is a tissue-specific mark, genes specifically marked in flower tissues, for example, are missing from
our data set.
Second, H3K27me3-marked genes without CNSs also contribute to smaller overlap.
CNS discovery in plants, where CNSs are short, is difficult and thwarted by transcription
factor binding site turnover (Moses et al. 2006; Freeling and Subramaniam 2009; Habib
et al. 2012). The overlap between paralogous and orthologous CNSs is surprisingly small
even when using the same CNS detection method (Baxter et al. 2012). In other words, if
upstream regions of two paralogs are compared with respective orthologs, the resulting two
CNSs are not necessarily alignable or homologous. An important factor in CNS discovery
is also the width of phylogenetic sampling (Freeling and Subramaniam 2009); distant clades
will have less CNSs in common. For example, a comparison of monocots and dicots yielded
only 18 syntenic CNSs (D’Hont et al. 2012). A more biological suggestion is that CNSs are
only one of the ways to recruit PRC2 to target loci: H3K27me3 might be tightly regulated
for some genes and a passive consequence of lack of transcriptional activity for others (Klose
et al. 2013). This duality in the regulation of H3K27me3 would help to explain why not all
marked genes have a CNS.
Epigenetic modifications have indeed been suggested to not be equally important for
correct regulation of all genes (Meagher 2010). The “different targets-different mode of
repression” paradigm has been suggested before, with different effect on expression for different genes after PRC2 loss (Farrona et al. 2011), different modes of repression for different
subsets of genes (Yang et al. 2013), or H3K27me3 reprogramming at different time points
(He et al. 2012). Accordingly, the redistribution of H3K27me3 to new loci that follows
from loss of DNA methylase MET1 suggests varying “importance” of targets (Deleris et al.
2012). For DNA methylation, this has been already established: there are less DNA methylation polymorphisms at loci with transposable elements than at other loci, presumably
because repression of transposable elements is crucial (Vaughn et al. 2007). In A. thaliana
and maize, intraspecies variation in H3K27me3-marked genes is small and affects a seemingly random set of genes (Moghaddam et al. 2011; Dong et al. 2012; Makarevitch et al.
2013), confirming that H3K27me3 may not be equally important for correct expression of
all genes.
The significant overlap between H3K27me3-marked and CNS-containing genes strongly suggests coupling of transcription factors, or expression levels, and PRC2 recruitment. We
suggest a model where some CNSs act as repressive elements that restrict expression to small-
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er domains via (possibly indirect) recruitment of PRC2. CNSs have already been shown to
be negatively correlated with expression level (Spangler et al. 2012), and the model suggests
that this negative correlation is at least partly mediated by the deposition of H3K27me3.
Previous observation that CNSs are rich in transcription factor binding sites (Baxter et al.
2012) and the lack of a single specific motif in the CNSs of H3K27me3-marked genes suggest that such highly conserved transcription factor binding islands could be involved in recruitment of PRC2. Two examples (Fig. 4D) demonstrate the model. BEARSKIN1 (BRN1)
and BRN2 (Bennett et al. 2010) are H3K27me3-marked a WGD paralogs with a CNS that
is conserved between them as well as among their more distant coorthologs in other dicots.
An interesting case is the paralogs AT4G18870 and AT5G45710: AT4G18870 shares a
CNS with its orthologs in other dicots and is marked by H3K27me3 while AT5G45710,
which arose after a recent duplication event, lost the CNS and H3K27me3. This is consistent with detailed investigations of the regulation of gene expression of a number of developmentally important Arabidopsis loci. For example, the expression domain of SHOOT
MERISTEMLESS (STM), an H3K27me3-target gene in all five data sets, is restricted by an
upstream sequence that is conserved between monocots and dicots (Uchida et al. 2007). The
same region was shown to be bound by CURLY LEAF (CLF), a PRC2 subunit (Schubert
et al. 2006). In light of our model and previous knowledge, this conserved sequence appears
likely to be involved in PRC2 recruitment and H3K27me3 deposition.
Three additional loci, all with CNSs that can be found in the Haudry data set, are also
consistent with our model. A CNS upstream of LEC2 influences H3K27me3 deposition
(Berger et al. 2011). Additionally, one of three CNSs upstream of FLOWERING LOCUS
T (FT) (Adrian et al. 2010), an H3K27me3-marked gene, was shown to repress expression
of FT and influence the binding of an H3K27me3-interacting protein LHP1, agreeing with
our proposed model. Finally, SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP) was found to bind a
CArG box upstream of SUPPRESOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CO 1 (SOC1) (Li et
al. 2008). This CArG box is embedded in a longer CNS and acts in restricting expression of
SOC1 to a narrower domain.
Based on in silico analysis and published experimental examples, we propose that CNSs
are likely to function as part of PRC2 recruitment in plants. However, further experimental
work is needed to fully establish whether the correlation between H3K27me3 marking and
CNS depends on direct or indirect mechanisms of PRC2 recruitment.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
A recent publication experimentally characterized a PRC2-recruiting sequence upstream of the developmentally essential Arabidopsis gene KNUCKLES (KNU) (Sun et al.
2014). Although not reported in their work, this sequence also overlaps with a previously
found CNS (Haudry et al. 2013) and shows that PRC2-recruiting mechanism is DNA
sequence-dependent.
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Figure S5. Overrepresented motifs in CNSs associated with H3K27me3-marked genes.
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Figure S6. Rice gene families are enriched in either marked or non-marked genes.
(A) H3K27me3-marked genes according to different datasets. (B) Distribution of gene families according to the proportion of H3K27me3-marked genes. (C) Bar heights show an average log2 ratio of
observed/expected number of gene families in each bin for 1,000 permutations. Stars indicate bars
where observed values were more extreme than the expected values for all 1,000 permutations.
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ABSTRACT
The Polycomb repressive complexes 1 and 2 (PRC1 and PRC2) play an important
role in regulation of expression in plants and animals by catalyzing the addition of histone
modifications, ubiquitination of histone H2A (H2Aub) and trimethylation of lysine 27 at
histone H3 (H3K27me3), respectively. In plants, several facets of PRC1 and PRC2 remain
enigmatic, including the recruitment mechanism of the complexes to the target genes, the
subunit composition of PRC1 and – rather surprisingly – whether PRC1 exists as a single
complex at all.
To help resolve some of these questions, we integrated the publicly available PRC1- and
PRC2-related protein-binding whole-genome datasets. We found that target genes of LHP1
and EMF1, two PRC1 subunits, significantly differ in their expression levels. In addition,
PRC2 and EMF1 (but not LHP1) target genes are enriched in conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs), a proposed recruitment mechanism for PRC2.
These results cast further doubt on EMF1’s exclusive role as a PRC1 member. Furthermore, LHP1 target genes not enriched in CNSs indicated that the hierarchical recruitment
model, where PRC2’s catalysis of H3K27me3 is followed by PRC1 binding, may represent
an incomplete view of the Polycomb recruitment mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION
Eukaryotic DNA is stored in a nucleus, packed in the form of chromatin. The basic
unit of chromatin is a nucleosome, consisting of 146 bp of DNA that is wrapped around
eight histone proteins. These proteins do not only help with DNA packaging but are also
part of several regulatory processes. Regulation of transcription, for example, is achieved by
covalently modifying specific amino-acid residues of histone proteins (Kouzarides 2007).
One of such modifications, trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) is associated to repression of transcription, often of developmentally important regulators (Zhang,
Clarenz, et al. 2007).
The deposition of H3K27me3 is catalyzed by Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2)
that consists of four core subunits (Derkacheva and Hennig 2014). MULTICOPY SUPPRESOR OF IRA1 (MSI1) and FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT ENDOSPERM
(FIE) are present in all PRC2 complexes. The other two subunits exist as multiple paralogs
that are expressed at different plant life stages (Pien and Grossniklaus 2007). The SET-domain containing proteins CURLY LEAF (CLF), SWINGER (SWN) and MEDEA (MEA)
catalyze the methylation of H3K27. The second group of paralogs consists of three zinc finger proteins EMBRYONIC FLOWER 2 (EMF2), FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT
SEED 2 (FIS2) and VERNALIZATION 2 (VRN2).
A related protein complex, PRC1, is also part of this regulatory system. It catalyzes
ubiquitination of the histone H2A (Bratzel et al. 2010) that interferes with chromatin remodeling (King et al. 2002; Lehmann et al. 2012), and compacts chromatin (Francis et al.
2004). In plants its composition and several aspects of molecular function remain enigmatic.
The plant PRC1 is thought to consist of four core subunits (Calonje 2014; Derkacheva and
Hennig 2014) (Chapter 2). LIKE HETEROCHROMATIN PROTEIN 1 (LHP1), consisting of chromo and chromoshadow domain, binds H3K27me3 (Gaudin et al. 2001; Turck
et al. 2007; Zhang, Germann, et al. 2007). Two groups of ring finger proteins also contain
paralogs in A. thaliana: Ring1a and Ring1b, and Bmi1a, Bmi1b and Bmi1c (Sanchez-Pulido
et al. 2008). The fourth component is EMBRYONIC FLOWER 1 (EMF1) (Aubert et al.
2001; Calonje et al. 2008), a disordered protein with no annotated domains. Plants lacking
specific core subunits display severe but different phenotypes, suggesting that PRC1 function is complicated, or that PRC1 perhaps does not exist as a single complex.
The recruitment mechanisms for both PRC1 and PRC2 are one of the longstanding
puzzles in chromatin biology. While the mechanisms already differ among different groups
of animals and are not yet well resolved, the picture is even murkier in plants. The proposed recruitment mechanisms for PRC2 in plants range from RNA involvement to DNA
sequence-encoded recruitment signals (Schubert et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2011; Sun et al.
2014). As part of the first genome-wide (albeit in silico) study of PRC2 recruitment we earlier showed the enrichment of conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) in the upstream regulatory regions of H3K27me3 target genes and suggested the PRC2 recruitment signal might
be DNA-sequence based (Berke and Snel 2014; Chapter 3). According to the hierarchical
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recruitment model, which was long valid for both animals and plants, PRC1 is recruited by
the methylated H3K27 via the chromo domain and subsequently ubiquitinates the histone
H2A (Comet and Helin 2014). Lately however, new clues in both animals and plants have
emerged that suggest an additional, PRC2-independent recruitment mechanism of PRC1
and even point to the reverse – i.e., that PRC1 might be required for PRC2 recruitment at
specific target genes (Derkacheva et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013; reviewed in Comet and Helin
2014; Schwartz and Pirrotta 2014).
In this manuscript, we revisit the published whole-genome binding data for PRC1 and
PRC2 components in A. thaliana, as well as integrate other high-throughput data sets to
look for novel leads for Polycomb function. We found that the PRC1 subunits LHP1 and
EMF1 have overlapping but distinct target genes that also differ in their expression levels,
casting further doubt on our current view of how PRC1 complex operates. Moreover, one
of the suggested recruitment mechanisms of PRC2, namely CNSs, is not enriched in PRC1
targets. If the hierarchical recruitment model were the exclusive way of PRC1 recruitment,
the expected outcome is very similar properties for PRC1 and PRC2 target genes. Thus, this
difference in CNSs enrichment between PRC1 and PRC2 target genes points to a more
complex PRC1 recruitment mechanism.

RESULTS
PRC1 and PRC2 members display high overlap in their target genes
To find the differences in binding between PRC1 and PRC2, we made use of several
whole-genome binding data sets in A. thaliana. For PRC2, we used the ChIP-seq binding
data for FIE (Deng et al. 2013). As FIE has no paralogs that are subunits of PRC2, the data
should thus represent all the binding sites of PRC2. For PRC1, we made use of the binding
data for LHP1, produced with DamID (Zhang, Germann, et al. 2007), and EMF1 (Kim
et al. 2012), acquired by ChIP-chip. The target genes for each of the proteins show a high
overlap (Fig. 1A) despite the difference in methods and plant tissues. Each pairwise overlap
is highly significant (p < 1e-30; Fig. 1B), consistent with the tight mechanistic link between
PRC1 and PRC2.
The hallmark of PRC2 activity is H3K27me3. Besides acting in repression of transcription, H3K27me3 also serves as the recruitment signal for PRC1 complex that subsequently
adds an ubiquitin molecule to histone H2A. To see how well H3K27me3 is correlated to
the protein binding data, we combined three H3K27me3 datasets into a stringent set of
target genes (Berke et al. 2012). The target genes of all three proteins are also enriched in
H3K27me3 (hypergeometric test; FIE p = 2.19e-315, fold enrichment 3.23; LHP1 p = 0,
3.70; EMF1 p = 0, 2.24) (Fig. 1B). The EMF1 target genes are substantially more enriched
in FIE target genes than they are enriched in LHP1 target genes (3.9 vs. 2.1-fold enrichments). This low enrichment is a surprising finding for two subunits of the same complex.
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Figure 1. Comparison of target genes.
(A) Target genes for LHP1, EMF1 and FIE. Hypergeometric test-derived pairwise p-values and fold
enrichment values are displayed next to respective overlapping regions. (B) Venn diagram of target
genes of FIE, LHP1, EMF1, and genes with H3K27me3.

Target genes of LHP1 are expressed at the lowest levels and differ from
those of EMF1
The overlap analysis suggested a difference in LHP1 and EMF1 target genes. As the
phenotypes of plants lacking the PRC1 subunits also differ, we wanted to see if there are
further differences in properties of their target genes. We first surveyed the gene expression
levels of PRC1 and PRC2 target genes. For each target gene, we summed its expression values in a variety of experiments ranging from different tissues to different stress conditions
(Berke et al. 2012). Genes bound by LHP1 show the lowest expression values, followed
by FIE and EMF1 (Fig. 2). The three distributions are significantly different (Wilcoxon
rank sum test). The difference in expression level between LHP1 and EMF1 target genes is
surprising because they are considered to be subunits of the same complex – PRC1. EMF1
thus likely plays a different role from that of LHP1, underlining the already posed question
of whether the PRC1 complex exists as a single complex. EMF1 interacts with the PRC2
component MSI1 in vitro (Calonje et al. 2008) and is required for H3K27me3 and H2Aub
deposition (Kim et al. 2012). Therefore, instead of entire four-subunit PRC1 complex binding H3K27me3, EMF1 could function in earlier steps to aid in LHP1 recruitment.

PRC2 (but not PRC1) target genes are enriched in conserved non-coding
sequences
Recently, we have shown that genes with H3K27me3 are associated to conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs) in their upstream regions (Chapter 3; Berke and Snel 2014). We
proposed that PRC2 is recruited by some of the CNSs to their target genes. We wanted to
see if similar correlation also holds for PRC1. In other words, if the hierarchical model is
true, PRC1 should be found at genes that are also enriched in PRC2. To see if there is a
difference in association of Polycomb group complexes to CNSs, we made use of the 90,000
CNSs discovered in Brassicaceae (Haudry et al. 2013). CNSs were assigned to genes based
on proximity, and we counted the CNSs associated to each gene. First, the target genes
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of PRC2 component FIE had the highest mean
number of CNSs (3.52), further strengthening
our earlier proposed relation. They were followed
by EMF1-bound genes (2.66) and lastly, LHP1bound genes (1.86) (Fig. 3A). The number of
CNSs differs between the three groups of target
genes (Wilcoxon rank sum test; FIE-EMF1 p =
1.9e-13; LHP1-EMF1 p < 2.2e-16; LHP1-FIE p
< 2.2e-16). Thus, similar to differences in expression levels, LHP1 and EMF1 target genes also
significantly differ in the number of CNSs.
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H3K27me3 target genes also have similar
number of CNSs as LHP1 (Wilcoxon rank sum
10000
test; p = 0.5), in agreement with Fig. 2, where
H3K27me3 target genes are expressed at similar levels as LHP1 target genes. Unexpectedly,
H3K27me3 target genes are significantly different from both FIE and EMF1 target genes (p <
Bound protein
2.2e-16, p < 2.2e-16), with H3K27me3 target
genes being associated to a lower number of Figure 2. Expression levels of FIE, LHP1,
EMF1, and H3K27me3 target genes..
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“All” denotes data for entire genome. Stars
signify p-value < 1e-10.

Alternatively, simply dividing A. thaliana
genes into genes without CNSs and genes with at least one CNS, causes the differences in
target genes to become even more pronounced (Fig. 3B). EMF1 and FIE target genes are
enriched in genes with CNSs (hypergeometric test; p < 1e-30; fold enrichment 1.2 and 1.4,
respectively). LHP1 target genes, however, are not (p = 0.76). We obtained similar results
with more stringent definition of genes with CNSs, where genes were required to have at
least five CNSs, as in Berke and Snel (2014) (data not shown). If LHP1 recruitment were
based solely on the PRC2’s H3K27 methylation activity we should see an enrichment in
CNS-associated genes. As this is not the case, LHP1 is likely also recruited via alternative
mechanisms.

DISCUSSION
We revisited publicly available PRC1 and PRC2-related high-throughput datasets to
investigate differences in their target genes. As the datasets interrogate slightly different tissues (seedlings or leaves) and use various methods (ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq, DamID), there
is a chance that the difference in the target genes is an artifact of the different experimental
setups. However, the overlap of targets genes (Fig. 1) as well as differences in target gene
properties (Fig. 2, Fig. 3) signify a biological meaning and make the experimental artifact an
unlikely explanation. Our results lead to two conclusions.
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vations as the mean expression level of EMF1bound genes is very similar to genome average
Figure 3. The relationship between CNSs and
(Fig. 2). If the expression data is unfit for this bound proteins.
type of comparison we would surely not have (A) Number of CNSs per target gene of FIE,
observed an effect for LHP1. Thus, the func- LHP1, EMF1 and H3K27me3. Stars signify p-valtion of EMF1 remains enigmatic; the fact that ue < 1e-10. (B) Venn diagram of target genes
it is supposed to connect PRC1 and PRC2 for the three chromatin-binding proteins and
complexes (Kim et al. 2012), contradicts the genes with CNSs.
observed expression level distributions. It is
thus likely that EMF1 moonlights (Schneider et al. 2013) and has another set of interactions. In fact, the EMF1 target genes are in turn more highly expressed than those of LHP1,
which might signify a closer collaboration of EMF1 with PRC2 binding.
Second, the hierarchical model is likely not the only recruitment mechanism for PRC1.
While LHP1 target genes are not enriched in CNSs, EMF1 target genes are enriched in
CNSs. This provides a further argument against EMF1 as part of the PRC1 complex. More
importantly, as shown earlier, FIE (and therefore PRC2) target genes are enriched in CNSs.
If the hierarchical model were the exclusive way of PRC1 recruitment, we would have expected similar properties of PRC1 and PRC2 target genes. Instead, this discrepancy suggests
that LHP1 likely has another recruitment mechanism besides H3K27me3. For a subset of
specific genes, the recruitment order was recently shown to be reversed at a subset of genes:
first, VAL proteins recruit PRC1 and only subsequently also PRC2 (Yang et al. 2013).
Based on the similarly low expression levels of LHP1 target genes and H3K27me3-cov-
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ered genes we thus propose that LHP1 and H3K27me3 mutually reinforce each other’s
activity to lock the target genes into a more permanently repressed state. The significant
overlap of H3K27me3 with LHP1 target genes and CNSs, and the lack congruence between
LHP1 and H3K27me3 target genes show that the Polycomb system could contain an additional layer of complexity compared to the current model. Such a more complex model is
also suggested by a recent analysis of a diverse set of A. thaliana chromatin properties that
found that H3K27me3 appears in four distinct combinations of chromatin modifications
(Sequeira-Mendes et al. 2014), showing that H3K27me3 plays a role in different chromatin
contexts.
We have shown that integrating genome-wide protein binding data helps to understand
molecular function of the Polycomb system in plants: the data integration distinguishes
competing hypotheses on Polycomb pathway action and predict novel hypotheses on recruiting routes. Novel data measuring the chromosome occupation of currently unassayed
proteins and modifications (for example, genome-wide localization data for H2Aub, or other PRC1 subunits) should enable bioinformatics data integration that produces specific predictions to direct in-depth biochemical and in vivo testing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The H3K27me3 datasets (Zhang, Clarenz, et al. 2007; Farrona et al. 2011; Lu et al.
2011) were integrated by retaining only the H3K27me3-marked genes that appear in a least
in two of the datasets, as in Berke et al. (2012). The EMF1 (Kim et al. 2012) and FIE (Deng
et al. 2013) data were obtained from supplementary data of the respective papers. The LHP1
binding data (Zhang, Germann, et al. 2007) is somewhat specific in that the experiment was
performed with DamID that includes using restriction enzymes at the binding sites. To obtain an extremely stringent dataset, we only used sequences shorter than 5,000 nucleotides
that overlap with TAIR10-annotated genes for at least 300 nucleotides. Expression data was
obtained from CORNET (De Bodt et al. 2010) as described (Berke et al. 2012).
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ABSTRACT
Background:
Following gene duplication, retained paralogs undergo functional divergence, which is
reflected in changes in DNA sequence and expression patterns. The extent of divergence is
influenced by several factors, including protein function. We examine whether an epigenetic
modification, trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3), could be a factor in
the evolution of expression patterns after gene duplication. Whereas in animals this repressive mark for transcription is deposited on long regions of DNA, in plants its localization
is gene-specific. Because of this and a well-annotated recent whole-genome duplication,
Arabidopsis thaliana is uniquely suited for studying the potential association of H3K27me3
with the evolutionary fate of genes.
Results:
Paralogous pairs with H3K27me3 show the highest coding sequence divergence, which
can be explained by their low expression levels. Interestingly, they also show the highest similarity in expression patterns and upstream regulatory regions, while paralogous pairs where
only one gene is an H3K27me3 target show the highest divergence in expression patterns
and upstream regulatory sequence. These trends in divergence of expression and upstream
regions are especially pronounced for transcription factors.
Conclusions:
After duplication, a histone modification can be associated with a particular fate of
paralogs: H3K27me3 is linked to lower expression divergence yet higher coding sequence
divergence. Our results show that H3K27me3 constrains expression divergence after duplication. Moreover, its association with higher conservation of upstream regions provides a
potential mechanism for the conserved H3K27me3 targeting of the paralogs.
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BACKGROUND
Trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) is a histone modification with
an important role in regulation of gene expression (Margueron and Reinberg 2011). It is
generally associated with low expression levels and known as a repressive mark for transcription. Its function is conserved from animals to plants; however, there are several differences
between the two kingdoms (Köhler and Villar 2008). In animals, H3K27me3 marks long
multi-gene regions of DNA while in plants it exhibits gene-specific positioning, starting at
promoters and extending to the 3’ end of the transcribed region, with a bias towards the
5’ end of the gene (Zhang et al. 2007). It is deposited by Polycomb repressive complex 2
(PRC2) (Hennig and Derkacheva 2009). Interestingly, plants have several PRC2 complexes
(Holec and Berger 2012) that share some of their target genes while keeping a subset of
targets unique for each complex (Makarevich et al. 2006). It is not precisely known what
directs PRC2 to its target genes in plants (Zheng and Chen 2011).
Functionally, H3K27me3 does not act as an all-on or all-off switch; instead, its placement is intricately regulated based on tissue type or environmental factors (Adrian et al.
2009; Weinhofer et al. 2010), similar to the gene-specific manner of regulation by transcription factors. For example, neighboring H3K27me3 target genes show no correlation in expression (Zhang et al. 2007). Genes with this epigenetic mark are functionally enriched for
transcription factor activity, and are often involved in important processes in development
(Boyer et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006; Schwartz et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007). In plants they
are precisely regulated, showing tissue- or developmental stage-specific expression (Zhang
et al. 2007).
Little is known about the evolutionary processes shaping these expression patterns. In
yeast and human, expression divergence between paralogs is correlated with coding sequence
divergence (Gu et al. 2002; Makova and Li 2003), which is another measure of functional
divergence. In plants, however, explaining expression divergence has proven to be a challenge. In Arabidopsis thaliana, old paralogs have diverged more in their expression patterns
than newly duplicated genes, yet there is large variability within both groups (Blanc and
Wolfe 2004). It remains unresolved whether or not expression divergence correlates with
the rate of coding sequence evolution (Casneuf et al. 2006; Ganko et al. 2007; Haberer
et al. 2004). Upstream regulatory sequence divergence is weakly correlated to expression
divergence only for tandemly duplicated genes (Haberer et al. 2004). Additionally, the rate
of expression divergence depends on protein function as well as the size and colinearity of
the duplicated region (Casneuf et al. 2006; Haberer et al. 2004), showing that a plethora
of factors influence the rate of expression divergence between paralogs, and thereby their
function.
In our work, we aim to see if H3K27me3 target genes show different trends in functional divergence after gene duplication than non-target genes. To achieve this we analyzed
paralogs from the latest whole-genome duplication (WGD) in A. thaliana. The choice of
model is warranted by the gene-specific positioning of H3K27me3 and a well-annotat-
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ed recent WGD (Blanc and Wolfe 2004; Bowers et al. 2003). We determined divergence
of coding sequences, upstream regulatory regions, and expression patterns. We show that
H3K27me3 correlates with different rates of expression pattern divergence of A. thaliana
paralogs. Paralogous pairs that are also H3K27me3 target genes exhibit a slower rate of
function evolution as measured by expression pattern and regulatory sequence divergence.
Paralogous pairs with only one H3K27me3 target gene, however, exhibit the most divergent
expression patterns and regulatory sequences. On the other hand, divergence of coding sequence is the highest for H3K27me3 target paralogous pairs, and the lowest for non-target
paralogs. This trend can be explained by expression levels (Drummond and Wilke 2008;
Drummond et al. 2005); namely, paralogs with H3K27me3 have lower expression and faster
coding sequence evolution. The surprising trend in sequence divergence is especially prominent in transcription factors, the most abundant protein function among the H3K27me3
target genes. We show that, after a WGD, a histone modification is associated with slower
divergence of expression patterns.

RESULTS
Rate of expression divergence is associated with H3K27me3
To examine the correlation of H3K27me3 with the evolutionary fate of genes, we focused on paralogs arising from the most recent (3R or alpha) A. thaliana WGD. The advantage of limiting the analysis to a single WGD is that the resulting genes are of the same age
and that the divergence time is thus equal for all of them, allowing us to simplify the analysis
by eliminating time as a variable. Moreover, paralogs from large-scale duplications are more
likely to be copied in their entirety, with intact coding and regulatory sequences. Additionally, because it is the most recent WGD, many paralogs are retained and relationships between
them are well resolved. We used paralogous pairs as defined by Bowers et al. (2003), a dataset
consisting of 3,817 pairs.
Several genome-wide analyses have reported datasets with H3K27me3 target genes
(Farrona et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2007), most of them using entire A.
thaliana seedlings despite the tissue-specific nature of the mark. These datasets are therefore
information about an ‘average cell’ in a seedling. We use them as a proxy for the entire plant:
H3K27me3 is either present at a gene in any of the plant tissues or not present at all, simplifying H3K27me3 to a binary property of a gene.
To obtain a reliable set of target genes, we created a combined dataset consisting of
genes reported in at least two out of three independent genome-wide experiments analyzing
H3K27me3 localization in A. thaliana seedlings (Farrona et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011; Zhang
et al. 2007), totaling 6,338 genes (Fig. S1; Additional file 2). As we consider H3K27me3 a
binary property of a gene and compare pairs of paralogs, there are three possible outcomes
resulting in three classes of paralogous pairs. The largest class, with 2,534 pairs, consists of
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paralogous pairs without H3K27me3, and is named none. In 18% of the cases one of the paralogs in the pair carries H3K27me3; these 652 pairs constitute the class mixed. The smallest
class is both, consisting of 448 pairs (12%) (Additional file 3).
To determine if there is a relationship between the divergence of expression patterns of
paralogs and mark presence, we calculated correlation in expression patterns for the three
classes of paralogs. We obtained a number of publicly available microarrays from CORNET
(De Bodt et al., 2010). As H3K27me3 has been shown to play a role in developmental
processes as well as in responses to environmental changes (Zhang et al. 2007), the experiments range from various tissue types to different stress responses. The class with the highest
expression correlation is both, with a median Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.49 (Fig.
1A). It is followed by paralogous pairs without marks (none), with a median of 0.42. The
two distributions are significantly different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test, P-value
4.52e-5). Pairs in the class mixed show the highest divergence in expression with a distinctly
lower median correlation of 0.16. This class is the closest to the random distribution (median 0.00), which was created by randomly combining genes into 10,000 pairs and calculating
their expression correlation. Mixed is also significantly different from distributions where
genes share the mark status (P-value 1.66e-15 for both, P-value <2.2e-16 for none). Remarkably, target genes of H3K27me3 show a common pattern in expression divergence: paralogs
with H3K27me3 maintain more similar expression patterns.
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We next wanted to resolve whether this surprising separation of class distributions is
caused by the uneven separation of gene functions between the three classes. For example,
transcription factors were reported to be the most enriched gene ontology category among
the H3K27me3 target genes (Zhang et al. 2007), and they are expected to be tightly regulated due to their crucial role in the regulatory network. While transcription factors from
the 3R duplication retain more similar expression profiles than genes with other functions
regardless of their class (Fig. 1B; Fig. S2), transcription factors in the class both (78 paralogous pairs) retain the most similar expression patterns, with a median expression correlation
coefficient of 0.65. As in Fig. 1A, it is followed by the class none (152 pairs; median 0.48)
and the mixed class (44 pairs; median 0.41). Despite the small number of pairs in the distributions, the class both is significantly different from none (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided
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Figure 1. Correlation of expression patterns of paralogous pairs.
(A) All paralogous pairs. (B) Paralogous pairs with transcription factor (TF) activity.
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test, P-value 1.1e-3) and the class mixed (P-value 1.2e-3); however, classes none and mixed
are not significantly different to each other (P-value 0.09). Similar to other 3R paralogs, the
transcription factor paralogs that are H3K27me3 target genes show more highly correlated
expression patterns than the classes none and mixed. Thus, the difference between classes is
also evident within a group of proteins with a similar function. Hence, proteins with transcription factor activity are not the main determinant for the trends we observed (Fig. S2).

Expression levels of H3K27me3 target genes explain coding sequence
divergence but not expression divergence
Functional divergence of paralogs is not only estimated by analyzing differences in
expression patterns, but also by determining differences in coding sequence. A positive relationship between the two measures has been observed in fungi and animals but is likely
absent in plants (Casneuf et al. 2006; Ganko et al. 2007; Gu et al. 2002; Haberer et al. 2004;
Makova and Li 2003). For both reasons, we next wanted to determine if divergence of coding regions also shows separation of the distributions of the three classes, and if so, in what
order. For every paralogous pair, we calculated the number of nonsynonymous substitutions
per nonsynonymous site (dN). Two distributions are clearly separated (Fig. 2A): genes in
none tend to undergo the smallest number of synonymous substitutions (median dN 0.14).
They are followed by paralogs with H3K27me3 (median dN 0.20). The two distributions
are significantly different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test, P-value <2.2e-16). Mixed
has a median dN of 0.22 and a distribution different from that of none (P-value <2.2e-16)
but not both (P-value 0.22). In contrast to expression divergence, where mixed shows the
lowest conservation, also both shows low sequence conservation. This trend is also present for
synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) distributions, with class both showing
the highest dS values (Fig. S3). The opposite trends in coding sequence expression pattern
divergence suggest not only lack of correlation between the two as reported previously (Casneuf et al. 2006; Ganko et al. 2007; Haberer et al. 2004) but for H3K27me3 target genes
additionally a negative relationship between sequence and expression divergence. Sequence
divergence cannot, therefore, explain the trends in expression divergence that we observed,
and instead seems to be under the influence of different factors.
A possible factor for the faster sequence divergence of H3K27me3 target genes is their
lower expression level compared to non-target genes (Zhang et al. 2007). Expression level
has already been shown to be the main determinant of sequence divergence for a range of
organisms, including A. thaliana (Drummond and Wilke 2008; Drummond et al. 2005;
Ganko et al. 2007; Geiler-Samerotte et al. 2011; Wright et al. 2004; Yang and Gaut 2011).
Low sequence divergence of highly expressed proteins reflects selection against mistranslation and misfolding of the proteins, as these two outcomes present a high fitness cost for
the cell. We thus hypothesized that the lower expression levels of H3K27me3 target genes
could explain the trends in coding sequence divergence (Fig. 2A). To test this, we summed
the expression level of both paralogs in a pair across a number of microarray experiments
(Schmid et al. 2005). Despite the noise that could be introduced by summing expression
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Figure 2. Coding sequence divergence and gene expression levels.
(A) Distribution of Ka values. (B) Distribution of joint gene expression values for paralogous pairs.

levels of two genes for each data point, the three distributions are significantly different
(Fig. 2B; Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sided test, P-value <2.2e-16, <2.2e-16, and 5.4e-6 for
the comparisons both-none, mixed-none, and mixed-both, respectively). As expected from
previous results (Zhang et al., 2007), paralogous pairs with H3K27me3 (class both) indeed
have the lowest expression levels, and pairs that belong to none have the highest expression.
With mixed placed much closer to both than none, the order of distributions is the same as
for coding sequence divergence (Fig. 2A). This corroborates the previously postulated link
between coding sequence divergence and gene expression levels (Drummond and Wilke
2008; Drummond et al. 2005; Ganko et al. 2007) and explains the sequence divergence in
relation to mark status.
There is a possibility that low expression alone might lead to higher co-expression. In
this case, the higher coexpression of paralogs in class both would be the result of their low
expression. To address this confounding factor, we separated all paralogous pairs (regardless
of which class they belong to) into five expression level categories (Fig. S4), each containing
20% of the total number of paralogous pairs. Throughout the expression level categories, the
most coexpressed class is both, followed by none and mixed. Furthermore, expression level is
positively correlated to expression correlation (Fig. S5); that is to say, lowly expressed genes
tend to have low correlation. Thus, low expression is not a confounding factor for our main
observation.
As the precise mechanism of H3K27me3 regulation is not known, we do not know
whether low expression at a locus is a factor inducing trimethylation of K27 of that locus,
or conversely, that low expression is simply the result of H3K27me3, which was directed to
the locus by an unknown signal. We have shown that H3K27me3 is associated with a slower
rate of expression pattern evolution, but cannot say whether it is also the cause.

Regulatory sequence divergence of H3K27me3 targets corresponds to
divergence in their expression patterns
Different regulatory mechanisms come together to shape gene expression patterns;
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while our focus is epigenetic modifications, transcription factors binding short DNA elements have a more direct effect on transcription. To see if paralogs with H3K27me3, which
have more conserved expression patterns, also show more conserved upstream regulatory regions, we compared 500 bp upstream regions of paralogs. We used SharMot (Castillo-Davis
et al. 2004) to calculate the shared motif divergence score (dSM), which ranges from 0, for
identical sequences, to 1, which means no similarity between the two sequences (Additional
file 4). The dSM score was also calculated for 10,000 randomly combined pairs. We consider
dSM values that are more similar than the 5% most similar randomly combined upstream
regions (dSM = 0.94; Fig. 3) to be indicative of conserved regulatory sites. We used this 5%
cutoff to determine the optimal minimal length of the conserved upstream sequences (18
bp), and promoter length (500 bp). Shorter minimal length of conserved upstream sequences and longer promoter dramatically increase the number of false positives (determined by
the number of hits in randomly combined pairs) in comparison to the number of all found
conserved sequences (determined by number of hits in paralogous pairs).
The most similar upstream regions are those of class both (41% of all pairs), followed by
none (26%) and mixed (23%) (Fig. 3A). Transcription factors show even higher similarity:
63%, 47% and 45% of pairs, respectively, have significantly similar upstream regions (Fig.
3B). The difference between both and mixed, and both and none is statistically significant
(two-sample test for equality of proportions with continuity correction; P-values 1.02e-7
and 1.88e-7, respectively). While the difference between transcription factor-only classes
is not significant due to the low number of pairs, there is significant difference between all
gene and transcription factor classes (P-value 0.0007 for both, 0.0015 for mixed and 4.58e-8
for none).
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Notably, the number of conserved upstream regulatory sequences is likely even higher
as we report conserved sequences of promoters of 500 bp in length. Freeling et al. (2007)
examined the upstream regions of alpha WGD paralogs and found a number of genes rich
in conserved upstream regions. They are significantly overrepresented in class both (P-value
3.37e-11, hypergeometric test) but not in none or mixed (P-value 1 and 0.56, respectively),
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Figure 3. Conservation of upstream regulatory regions as measured by dSM.
(A) Distribution of dSM scores between all paralogous pairs, according to H3K27me3. The dashed
vertical line shows the dSM value at the fifth percentile of the random pairs (0.94). (B) Frequency of
paralogous pairs with dSM lower than the fifth percentile cutoff.
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in agreement with our findings. Paralogs with H3K27me3 have more conserved upstream
regions, followed by none and mixed, which is comparable to the trend in expression pattern
divergence, indicating that conserved upstream regions might hold the answer to different
levels of expression pattern divergence.

DISCUSSION
In A. thaliana, the histone mark H3K27me3 localizes to individual genes (Zhang et
al. 2007), enabling us to follow the changes in each gene separately. Our first observation,
higher sequence divergence of H3K27me3 target genes (Fig. 1), can be explained by their
lower expression levels, a correlation that has been reported previously (Yang and Gaut
2011). More importantly, our analysis reveals a relationship between H3K27me3 target
genes and conservation of expression patterns (Fig. 2). We exclude low expression value as a
confounding factor for our observation (Fig. S4).
We aim to uncover an association of H3K27me3 target genes with a particular trend
in their evolution, namely lower rate of expression divergence. We measured correlation in
expression patterns over numerous different cell or tissue types and treatments to integrate
regulatory information over many conditions. The H3K27me3 data were derived from seedlings, and represent a state in an average seedling cell. An average seedling cell is a statistical
construct and might represent completely different levels of H3K27me3 in different seedling tissues. We therefore use the gene property ‘can be marked by H3K27me3’ irrespective
of the extent to which it is marked in the seedling (the fold-enrichment). This property is
binary and allows a simple classification scheme of paralogs to see if they differ in a variety
of aspects. In order to obtain a reliable definition of having H3K27me3 or not, we used an
integration of datasets, as commonly used in integrative genomics (Lee et al., 2004; Mering
et al., 2002), where at least two independent statistically significant calls are required to
confirm that a gene is an H3K27me3 target.
Another epigenetic modification, DNA methylation of gene bodies, has been shown
to correlate with other gene features in A. thaliana, specifically gene length and number of
introns, as well as coding sequence divergence (Takuno and Gaut 2012). Epigenetic mechanisms have also been proposed for other observations, such as preferential deletion of paralogs from one homeolog, after a WGD in A. thaliana (Thomas et al. 2006). Our work,
however, represents the first time that an association between a histone modification and
establishment of expression patterns has been shown.
Based on our observations, we propose the following mechanism. Immediately after the
duplication, the selection pressure is relaxed on both paralogs, and they can accumulate mutations and changes in regulation. If both genes keep H3K27me3, their expression patterns
are likely to remain similar, possibly due to conserved elements in their upstream regulatory
regions. For paralogous pairs without the mark, the expression pattern is mainly the result of
transcription factors binding to their binding sites, which in turn also means lower upstream
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regulatory region conservation. Their expression patterns, though, are less similar than in
both because H3K27me3 strongly represses transcription. Class mixed, on the other hand,
shows highly divergent expression patterns: the paralog with H3K27me3 expression repression will be regulated by a different set of mechanisms and likely repressed in many tissues,
and the resulting expression patterns will differ significantly between the two paralogs.
Paralogs in class mixed are also interesting because they show that H3K27me3 is not
evolutionarily inert and that it has been possible to gain or lose the property of having
H3K27me3 in the millions of years since the duplication event, and that the parental genomes contributing to the duplication event were necessarily not epigenetically identical
(which is likely if the duplication event was an allotetraploidization). In our work, however,
we do not aim to reconstruct the ancestral state of H3K27me3 in the parental genome. We
analyze current associations between H3K27me3 target genes and their expression levels and
correlation to their paralogs. Thus, the possibility that a WGD was an allotetraploidization
event does not confound our results.
Due to a relatively long minimal length of the conserved upstream sequences at which
we detect the strongest signal (18 bp), these sequences can hardly be attributed to a single transcription factor binding site. However, their function is uncertain: some might be
cis-regulatory modules, a cluster of transcription factor binding sites. As hinted by higher
conservation of upstream regulatory regions of paralogs in class both, other conserved upstream sequences might even have an H3K27me3-related function, such as RLE, a 50-bp
element that has recently been found to be necessary for H3K27me3 deposition on LEC2
(AT1G28300) (Berger et al. 2011). More work will be needed to define the function of the
conserved regions.

CONCLUSIONS
H3K27me3 has an important role in regulation of gene expression in animals as well as
in plants (Margueron and Reinberg 2011). More so than animals, the plant A. thaliana is a
uniquely suited model for our study because of gene-specific positioning of H3K27me3 and
its recent WGD. We compared paralogs that emerged at the latest A. thaliana WGD and
had the same amount of time to diverge. Because H3K27me3 is a tissue-specific epigenetic
mark, and therefore not a permanent modification, it is remarkable that we observe such an
effect.
Our first observation is that the rate of expression divergence differs between genes
from different classes. Paralogs with H3K27me3 retain more similar expression patterns,
while paralogous pairs with only one H3K27me3 target gene diverge the most. Paralogs in
this class might show a higher divergence rate because H3K27me3 provides an additional
and different layer of transcription regulation, together with transcription factors and other
mechanisms. The difference in expression pattern divergence is the most pronounced for
transcription factors. We show the same trends for conservation of upstream regulatory
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regions. In addition, pairs with H3K27me3 also show the highest coding sequence divergence, and are followed by class mixed, whereas pairs without H3K27me3 show the highest
conservation of coding sequence. This is closely linked to expression levels, as H3K27me3 is
a transcriptionally repressive mark and its target genes are expressed at lower levels.
To our knowledge, our work is the first to report an association between a histone modification and gene fate after duplication, and highlights the importance of epigenetics also as
a factor in an evolutionary context.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Datasets and general layout
We obtained paralogous pairs from the latest (3R, or alpha) A. thaliana whole-genome duplication (Bowers et al. 2003), and three whole-genome analyses of genes carrying
H3K27me3 (Fig. S1) (Farrona et al., 2011; Lu et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2007). In order to
increase the confidence in our combined dataset, we used only genes that appeared in at
least two out of three H3K27me3 datasets (6,338 genes in total) as they were obtained using
different methods (ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq, and ChIP-chip, respectively) and slightly differing
plant material (10 to 14, 10, and 10 days after germination, respectively). Because several
tissue types are represented in a seedling, the reported genes with H3K27me3 are a weighted
average of the entire plant. As a consequence, we treat H3K27me3 as a binary property of a
gene - that is, it is either present in any tissue or cell type, or not present at all.
The paralogous pairs were classified into three classes based on the number of genes in a
pair that had H3K27me3: both (448 pairs), mixed (652 pairs), or none (2,534 pairs).

Coding sequence similarity
To calculate coding sequence similarity, protein sequences and coding sequences (genome release version TAIR10) were obtained from TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org). For each
paralogous pair we first aligned protein sequences using needle (EMBOSS 6.3.1) (Rice et
al. 2000) (parameters: -gapopen 10.0 -gapextend 0.5) , and then performed protein-guided
nucleotide alignment using backtrans from treebest 1.9.2 (http://treesoft.sourceforge.net/
treebest.shtml) (parameter: -t 0.5). From the resulting alignment we estimated dN and dS
with codeml from PAML package v4.4 (Yang 2007) using the Nei and Gojobori substitution model and the following parameters: noisy = 0; verbose = 2; runmode = -2; seqtype = 1;
model = 0; NSsites = 0 ; icode = 0; fix_alpha = 0; fix_kappa = 0; RateAncestor = 0. Pairs with
Ks > 5.0 were discarded because of unreliability of large Ks values, as were pairs with negative Ks values. These anomalies were attributed to changes in genome annotation between
TAIR10 and the A. thaliana genome version used by Bowers et al. (2003). The remaining
3,634 paralogous pairs (448 in both, 652 in mixed, 2,534 in none) were used in subsequent
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analysis.

Expression
Expression correlation was obtained from microarray experiments (annotated as:
PO:0009004: gametophyte, PO:0009008: organ, PO:0009002: plant cell, PO:0009008:
sporophyte, PO:0009007: tissue, EXT:0000020: abiotic_stress_design, EXT:0000021: biotic_stress_design) from CORNET (De Bodt et al. 2010), comprising 2,231 slides (Additional file 5). They were normalized in R v2.10.1 using RMA from the affy package. Pearson
correlation between two paralogs was calculated using a custom perl script. As ATH1 microarrays do not contain probes for all A. thaliana genes, and we only made use of unique
probes (identifiers ending with _at), the number of pairs was reduced to 319 in class both,
451 in mixed, and 1,865 in none. Thus, the percentage of retained pairs was similar in all
classes (71%, 69% and 74% of pairs, respectively).
The random distribution was obtained by randomly selecting 10,000 times two genes
from the microarray, and calculating their expression correlation. We considered all genes
annotated with the Gene Ontology term ‘transcription factor activity’ (GO:0003700) to be
transcription factors.
For analysis of expression levels, the expression values were summed over all experiments for both genes in a paralogous pair. To calculate the linear regression model (Fig. S5),
the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was transformed using ln ((1 + r)/ (1 - r)), as has been
described previously (Gu et al. 2002; Makova and Li 2003).

Similarity of upstream regions
The similarity of 500 bp upstream regulatory sequences of paralogs (downloaded from
TAIR, genome version TAIR10) was calculated using SharMot (Castillo-Davis et al. 2004),
parameter -l 18. Parameter -l determines the minimal length of the perfect stretch of matching nucleotides. To obtain a random distribution, we combined randomly selected genes
into 10,000 pairs. Comparison with previously reported genes with conserved upstream
regions (Freeling et al. 2007) was performed using bigfoot pairs that also appear in Bowers
et al. (2003) dataset and do not contain ‘_oa’ in their identifiers.
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
Due to the amount of data, Additional files 2-5 are available online at Genome Biology
(http://genomebiology.com/2012/13/10/R94).
Farrona et al.
(2011)
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176

Lu et al. (2011) Figure S1. Comparison of three experiments reporting
genes with H3K27me3.
Genes which were reported by at least two sources (in
grey-shaded areas) were used for further analysis; a total
1906
472
of 6,338 genes, or 75% of all reported genes.
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Figure S5. Relationship between
expression level and expression correlation.
Expression correlation (R) was transformed using ln ((1+R)/(1-R)), and
the relationship was analyzed using
linear regression (p-value < 2.2e-16).
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In the introduction to the thesis (Chapter 1), I argued that research should not merely
revolve around the regulation of gene expression, but also focus on the evolution of the regulatory mechanisms. The four research chapters that followed reflected this complementarity
between the evolutionary and functional approach. Only Chapter 2 employed exclusively
sequence analysis and phylogenetic trees to uncover presence/absence patterns of a protein
complex – Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) – with an important function in transcriptional regulation. In contrast, Chapters 3-5 made use of both sequence analysis as well
as functional data to derive both functional and evolutionary conclusions.
Reflecting these usually distinct topics, Chapter 6 examines recurring themes, issues
and discussion points related to the four research chapters. I will start by discussing some of
the current questions in the plant bioinformatics field by focusing on data and their availability, and continue more narrowly to discuss comparative genomics in plants, and some of
the reasons why it is worthwhile to explore. This section ends with a discussion on a valuable
comparative genomics concept that was rather mistreated in the recent past. I conclude with
plant epigenetics, the focus of this thesis and an extremely lively field, with still plenty of
exciting questions left to answer.

PLANT BIOINFORMATICS
Recently, we have entered a new era in which obtaining genomic data by itself is no
longer the prohibitive step in a research project; instead, the analysis of this wealth of data
has become the more challenging and time-consuming aspect. This is especially apparent for
the annotation of genome sequences, in particular of genes. Despite the effort of the past
decades, even the annotation of the best-curated genome of the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana is still far from finished (Buell and Last 2010). Apart from incorrectly identified or
missing transcriptional start sites, untranslated regions and other genic elements, also functional annotation of genes is lacking. For example, 22% of sequences denoted as “protein
coding” is annotated as an “unknown protein”, with “unknown function”, or both (TAIR10,
September 2014). These 22% only represent protein coding sequences for which we do not
have any evidence for their possible function, and there are more for which evidence is incomplete. Because A. thaliana is also used as the annotation source for other plant genomes,
the lacking annotation permeates to other plants, including the economically important
crops that are part of breeding programs.
The sequenced plant genomes display a sampling bias where economically important
crops, which also tend to be flowering plants, are clearly overrepresented. In contrast, fern
and moss genomes are largely under-sampled. In addition to the economic interest, this
bias also likely reflects the technical limitations imposed by their large genomes (Barker and
Wolf 2010). Fortunately, the onekp project (onekp.com) ambitiously aims to obtain transcriptomes sequences from undersampled genera that are crucial for comparative genomics
of the plant kingdom. In addition, the recently published genome of Amborella trichopoda
(Amborella Genome Project 2013), a flowering plant that diverged before the split of angio-
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sperms and gymnosperms, represents an immensely useful resource. Its crucial position in
the plant phylogeny will facilitate comparative genomics studies aiming to understand the
evolution of particular proteins in unprecedented detail. An example of such study, the evolution of the members of the plant PRC1 that catalyzes the histone modification H2Aub1,
is described in Chapter 2.
A wealth of novel genomics and other genome-wide data is being generated, published
and made publicly available. For vertebrates, for example, the genome databases ENSEMBL
(Flicek et al. 2014) and UCSC genome browser (Kent et al. 2002) store and provide centralized access to a variety of genomes, comparative genomics as well as other easily accessible
genomic data such as regulation and population variation. In contrast, in the plant field
these resources are fragmented across the world and the Internet, lacking centralized storage
and access structures. Efforts such as Plaza (Van Bel et al. 2012) and Phytozome (Goodstein
et al. 2012) are laudable: they are user friendly, with ftp and Biomart options for data access.
Phytozome integrates a large number of available plant genomes, incorporates gene families,
and provides access to some expression datasets. Unfortunately, the two databases are not
keeping up with the growing number of genomes and other large-scale datasets. CoGe, a
comparative genomics-focused data repository (Lyons and Freeling 2008) is useful but has a
very steep learning curve. However, if already TAIR (Lamesch et al. 2012), the main repository for the model plant A. thaliana, is suffering from lack of funding (Abbott 2009), what
will happen to all those not so “important” genomes? Who will store the data if the researchers move to another research institution? The plant genome field needs a central genome
repository in order to further facilitate the spread of knowledge. Apart form comparative
genomics and gene sequences, this database should also be extended to cover other types of
data as well, e.g. plant transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs). Many currently available
resources for plant TFBSs are outdated. Needless to say, the lack of data availability hampers
plant research, especially in comparison to fields where data is more easily accessible. Thus,
more coherent and unified approach to data management is necessary to facilitate plant
research at a higher pace.

COMPARATIVE GENOMICS AND PLANTS
The recent advent of genomics research revealed that plant genomes are extraordinary
in several ways. Perhaps one of the most surprising discoveries was the high frequency of
ancient whole-genome duplications (WGDs, or paleoploidies) that significantly shaped the
genomes of extant plant species. WGDs are not unique to plant and indeed occurred in
other eukaryotic supergroups. The genomes of baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Kellis
et al. 2004), the ciliate Paramecium tetraurelia (Aury et al. 2006), all vertebrates (Putnam et
al. 2008), and teleost fishes (Jaillon et al. 2004) show one or more rounds of WGDs. However, nearly every plant genome shows remnants of ancient WGDs (150 million years ago
(MYA)), and a great number of angiosperms also show evidence of more recent, lineage-specific WGDs (dating to 50-80 MYA and younger). It has been hypothesized that WGDs
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increase the adaptability of polyploids by providing more genetic material for nature to tinker with (Van de Peer et al. 2009). This is especially important when new ecological niches
can be occupied or environmental conditions rapidly change. Many of the numerous plant
WGDs indeed occurred approximately 66 MYA (Kagale et al. 2014; Vanneste et al. 2014).
This time period, the K-Pg boundary, was characterized by severe changes in environmental
conditions and coincided with the extinction of dinosaurs (Renne et al. 2013).
Besides mapping WGDs in a variety of species, their reconstruction also enables us to
ask how do they impact the evolution of genomes, genes, and regulatory systems. In our
work, WGDs have proven to be useful, as all duplicate genes derived from such an event
are of exactly the same age, as opposed to the constantly occurring small-scale duplications.
Therefore, when comparing duplicated genes from the same WGD there is no need to correct for biases linked to the different ages of the genes, greatly simplifying the analysis (see
e.g. Berke et al. 2012; Chapter 5).
However, the abundant WGDs that significantly shaped extant plant genomes also
present serious practical drawbacks. The numerous duplications, accompanied by losses and
extensive genome rearrangements also hamper our ability to trace the evolution of genes
and other genomic elements (such as CNSs) at longer time scales. For example, duplications
and genomic rearrangements break synteny (gene order), making whole-genome alignments
already within dicots extremely complex. The recently published genome of the basal angiosperm A. trichopoda (Amborella Genome Project 2013) provided an outgroup to start
resolving the complex evolution of gymnosperms and angiosperms. A plant (or angiosperm)
synteny browser, akin to the Yeast Gene Order Browser (Byrne and Wolfe 2005), that explicitly takes the complex duplication history into account, would provide a useful resource.
Determining syntenic regions is not only interesting to trace genome evolution in terms of
genomic rearrangements and the precise timing of gene duplications and losses, which in
turn also provides the evidence for resolving gene orthology.
The diversity within the plant kingdom as well as the differences that separate it from
the other eukaryotic supergroups make it a very interesting group of organisms in terms of
genome biology. Many features that we take for granted in animal genomes might either
be missing from plant genomes, or function in a different manner. For example, the classic
(animal) model of a promoter, containing the characteristic TATA box element, does not
represent a typical case in plants (Morton et al. 2014). Another example concerns plant
conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) that are generally less conserved and shorter compared to CNSs identified in animals. The characteristics of CNSs obtained by different
studies also differ significantly and depend on the choice of species to compare as well as
the comparison method. For example, some datasets are more enriched in experimentally
determined cis-regulatory elements (de Velde et al. 2014). We have argued that CNSs likely
have a variety of different functions (Berke and Snel 2014), ranging from expression regulation (Baxter et al. 2012; Spangler et al. 2012; Haudry et al. 2013; Berke and Snel 2014; de
Velde et al. 2014) to nucleosome positioning (Baxter et al. 2012; Hettiarachchi et al. 2014)
and encoding novel small RNAs (Hupalo and Kern 2013). Ultimately, sequence comparison
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alone will likely not determine the function of the CNSs. Evolution at the sequence level has
to be connected to the biological function, it will be the detailed computational inferences
from more precise omics data sets that can direct specific wet-lab experiments. The latter can
in turn help to determine what the functions of different types of CNSs are.

Inferring function from orthology: the case of different genome contexts
Plants evolved multicellularity independently from fungi and animals (reviewed in
Grosberg and Strathmann 2007), resulting in striking differences between these groups of
eukaryotes. For example, the body plan of animals is established during their embryonic
development whereas the body plan of plants is determined only postembrionically. Despite
the independent acquisition of multicellularity in animals and plants, PRC1 and PRC2 play
crucial roles in the determination of cell identity in both eukaryotic groups. Studying the
systems regulating the chromatin modifications in plants, such as PRC1 and PRC2, and
the related histone modifications thus offers a glimpse into the changes required to independently establish multicellularity and cell differentiation.
PRC1 and PRC2 are best functionally characterized in the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster. This, as well as the single-copy state of PRC1 and PRC2 core subunits in D.
melanogaster, makes it a convenient model to introduce the Polycomb complexes to plant
scientists. Therefore, many authors implicitly use orthology to infer properties and the function of the plant proteins from their animal (mostly D. melanogaster) counterparts. Generally, inferring function via orthology provides an incredibly useful concept to annotate genes
in species for which little or no experimental data is available. Gene annotation is cumbersome work, heavily limited by the available experimental data and often extremely biased
towards the most popular genes or biological processes in the most popular model organisms. Orthology as a means to predict function is straightforward and useful, however there
are several caveats. Firstly, it is ultimately only the wet lab experiments that can confirm or
refute the computational inference. Secondly, for a single gene of interest, different species
provide different contexts in which the encoded protein acts (Huynen and Snel 2000). For
example, in D. melanogaster the dRING subunit of PRC1 catalyzes ubiquitination of the
histone H2A. It has two co-orthologs in A. thaliana, namely Ring1a and Ring1b, that both
catalyze ubiquitination of the histone H2A – hence the function is conserved. However,
dRING and Ring1a-b are encoded in the genomes of very different species – thus different
functional contexts. While Ring1a and Ring1b have been shown to interact with LHP1, this
does not necessarily mean that dRING interacts with the D. melanogaster ortholog of LHP1,
highlighting the necessity to account for altered contexts when interfering the complete
functional context via orthology.
The different genomic contexts are also important for PRC2, the protein complex that
deposits the histone modification H3K27me3. In both plants and mammals, H3K27me3
is thought to be confined to specific genomic locations by DNA methylation (Weinhofer
et al. 2010; Lynch et al. 2012). A. thaliana DNA is abundantly methylated in different
contexts (Chapter 1), catalyzed by a variety of different DNA methyltransferases (Zemach
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et al. 2010). However, D. melanogaster, a frequently used model organism for chromatin
studies, has a single DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt2) (Kunert et al. 2003) and nearly no
DNA methylation, except very low levels in early development (Lyko et al. 2000; Takayama
et al. 2014). Also the related western honeybee (Apis mellifera) displays very low (but existing) methylation levels (Feng et al. 2010). Therefore, the genomic context for PRC2 and
H3K27me3 in D. melanogaster is different to that of A. thaliana, showing that regulatory
interactions at the chromatin level cannot be simply transferred from D. melanogaster.
Another related example concerns the recruitment mechanism of PRC2. The generally
accepted recruitment mechanism of PRC2 in D. melanogaster is based on Polycomb response
elements (PREs), DNA elements that recruit proteins that in turn recruit PRC2 (Schwartz
and Pirrotta 2013). In mammals, on the other hand, several different mechanisms have
been proposed. They range from long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) (Rinn et al. 2007), and
enhancer-transcribed eRNAs (Kim et al. 2010) to DNA methylation-devoid CpG islands
(Ku et al. 2008; Mendenhall et al. 2010; Jermann et al. 2014). In the Western clawed frog
(Xenopus tropicalis) and in zebrafish (Danio rerio), H3K27me3 domains are not enriched
in CpG islands. Instead, in X. tropicalis embryos the establishment of novel H3K27me3
domains correlates with specific, unmethylated DNA sequences. Some of these DNA sequences are, however, conserved among D. rerio, X. tropicalis and human (van Heeringen
et al. 2014). Thus, the mechanisms of PRC2 recruitment differ among different animal
lineages. In fungi, the PRC2 complex has been lost in several lineages. In the lineages that
retained PRC2, its recruitment mechanism is unknown. The H3K27me3 target genes in
the fungus Neurospora crassa are of relatively novel origin (Jamieson et al. 2013). Somewhat
similarly, target H3K27me3 genes in Fusarium graminearum are found in quickly evolving
parts of genome that underwent rearrangements and they also tend to be involved in secondary metabolism (Connolly et al. 2013). These properties are strikingly different from
those in plants and animals, where H3K27me3 target genes are developmental regulators,
again suggesting differences recruitment mechanisms for PRC2 in fungi. Therefore, given
that the recruitment mechanisms are not even conserved between animals, and are probably
different from those in fungi, it is unlikely that A. thaliana follows the D. melanogaster model
of PRC2 recruitment.
The two examples above, namely the lack of DNA methylation in D. melanogaster
and the different PRC2 recruitment mechanisms within animals, highlight that although
inferring function from orthology is a powerful concept, one should allow for different
functional contexts of a protein in different organisms, especially in as dynamically evolving
system as chromatin regulation.

PLANT EPIGENETICS
Epigenetics in plants has undoubtedly been a lively field in the past decade. Numerous
studies analyzed the locations of different chromatin modifications in A. thaliana and other
plants, and integrated some of these data to uncover higher-order chromatin-level associa-
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tions (Roudier et al. 2011; Sequeira-Mendes et al. 2014). There are distinct differences in
DNA methylation among different plant lineages (Feng et al. 2010; Zemach et al. 2010).
The mechanisms responsible for depositing different chromatin marks have been partially
revealed and added a considerable level of complexity to our knowledge (e.g., He et al.
2011; Derkacheva and Hennig 2014). Intriguingly, it became clear that these mechanisms
are sometimes distinct from those in animals. For example, plants have more diverse types of
DNA methylation (the methylation contexts, Chapter 1), and the plant and animal PRC1
complexes only have two members in common. In Chapter 2, we performed further analysis
on the evolution of PRC1 complex, revealing the presence of a likely functional PRC1 in
gymnosperms, earlier than previously expected. Moreover, frequent duplications of its members suggest functional divergence compared to their metazoan counterparts. Despite – or
perhaps because of – the ongoing research focusing on plant epigenetics, an abundance of
open questions remains.
Both gene expression and chromatin modifications associated to expression regulation
are tissue-specific. However, the majority of data on plant chromatin modifications is based
on entire seedlings where several different tissues are mixed together. The picture of the epigenome that we see is an average of tissues, an experimental construct that does not exist in a
plant. For chromatin modifications with tissue-specific localization analyzing tissue-specific
data could solve some of the questions we still have. While these data are difficult to obtain,
it could shed light on the recruitment mechanism of the Polycomb complexes by providing a
clearer picture of their (tissue specific) recruitment signals. It could also enable us to directly
correlate chromatin state of a specific gene or genomic feature to its expression level, or to
resolve the question of existence of the bivalent chromatin domains. Bivalent domains are
characterized by co-occurrence of the transcriptionally repressive H3K27me3 and the activating H3K4me3 that was interpreted as readiness of the affected genes for transcription.
Even though they have long been known in animals (Bernstein et al. 2006), where the analysis is often performed in cell lines that represent a single cell type, they are controversial in
plants (Zhang et al. 2009; Sequeira-Mendes et al. 2014). If the experiment is performed in
entire seedlings, the co-occurrence of H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 could be due to the locus
being marked by one modification in one tissue and with the other modification in another
tissue, and not actually co-occurring in the same nucleus. Tissue specific data is thus vital.
In the past years, also in plants the experimental methods have slowly been approaching the
analysis at single-cell level (Birnbaum et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2008; Deal and Henikoff
2010).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the last decade, the increasing number of plant genomes and the amount of additional functional data enabled numerous studies on regulation of gene expression as well as
its evolution. This thesis highlights the merit of combining comparative analysis and functional data. In the future, combining evolutionary and higher-resolution functional data will
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increase the pace of novel discoveries. While this has direct implications for our understanding of the plant development and regulation, it also provides important information for the
evolution of these systems in eukaryotes.
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Summary
Transcription, the process of generating RNA copies of the genetic information stored
in the DNA, is crucial for every organism. As with other essential processes in life, correct
activation and repression of transcription is governed by complex regulatory mechanisms.
These regulatory mechanisms operate and interact at several levels, ranging from signals
encoded by the DNA sequence, such as transcription factor binding sites, to higher order
structures and signals at the chromatin-level, involving DNA methylation and histone modifications.
Regulatory mechanisms are not inert but instead, change and evolve. While alterations
in regulation often result in lower fitness, they are also important for population variation
as well as large phenotypic evolutionary changes in the long run. For example, one of the
main reasons why humans are different from chimpanzees lies in the differences between the
regulatory regions of their genes. Thus, to understand evolution of organisms as well as their
biology, understanding the evolution of regulatory mechanisms is of utmost importance.
The reverse is also true: studying evolution of regulatory features in the genome sequence
can aid in determining their function.
In this thesis, I describe four studies on both evolution and function of plant regulatory
mechanisms. I focus on chromatin-level regulation, namely on two covalent histone modifications that play important roles in developmental regulation. Chapter 2 describes the
evolution of the protein complex Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) that ubiquitinates
the histone H2A. This protein complex is ancient as it originated before the last eukaryotic
common ancestor but has also changed it composition and contains plant-specific subunits.
We show that all core subunits of the plant PRC1 were present at least in the last common
ancestor of seed plants, earlier than previously thought, improving our understanding of the
importance of the Polycomb proteins for plant evolution.
In Chapter 3 I focus on a related regulatory complex, PRC2, that deposits the histone
modification H3K27me3. We analyze the fate of H3K27me3 after gene duplication, and
demonstrate that paralogs tend to retain the regulatory state of their ancestor. We also find
that H3K27me3 correlates with conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs) in their upstream
regions, the first time that H3K27me3 in plants has been associated to a potential genome
wide regulatory signal at the DNA level.

Chapter 4 analyzes the interplay between PRC1 and PRC2. The currently proposed recruitment model for the two complexes states that PRC2 is the first to be recruited to a specific locus, where it deposits H3K27me3. Subsequently, PRC1 recognizes H3K27me3 and
deposits H2Aub. Based on a bioinformatics re-analysis of published data on genome-wide
localization of PRC1 and PRC2, we show that the target genes of the two complexes differ in
their properties and thus recruitment mechanism is likely more complex than the currently
proposed model.
Chapter 5 revolves around the evolutionary impact of H3K27me3. We find that paralogs covered by this modification show faster coding sequence evolution, yet slower evolution
of expression patterns and upstream regulatory regions. We can thus an associate HK27me3
with distinct evolutionary fates compared to other genes.
This thesis combines functional and evolutionary data to reveal the evolutionary history
of a regulatory protein complex as well as analyze the properties and fate of the regulated
genes. Altogether, it sheds some more light on the way plants regulate the expression of their
genes, underlining the importance of integrating functional and evolutionary studies.

Samenvatting
Transcriptie is een proces dat plaats vindt in alle levende cellen. Tijdens transcriptie
worden er van de genetische informatie opgeslagen in het DNA, RNA-kopieën gemaakt.
Net als bij andere processen die cruciaal zijn voor leven, wordt gewenste activering en onderdrukking van transcriptie aangestuurd door complexe regulerende mechanismen. Deze
mechanismen communiceren met elkaar en sturen transcriptie aan op verschillende niveaus.
Deze niveaus variëren van signalen gecodeerd op het DNA, zoals transcriptiefactorbindingsplaatsen, tot hogere-orde-structuren en signalen op chromatine-niveau, zoals DNA-methylering en histonmodificaties.
Regulerende mechanismen en signalen zijn niet inert; ze veranderen en evolueren. Alhoewel veranderingen van regulatie vaak resulteren in een lagere fitness, zijn ze eveneens
belangrijk voor de populatievariatie, alsmede grote fenotypische evolutionaire veranderingen op de lange termijn. Eén van de belangrijkste redenen waarom mensen verschillen van
chimpansees ligt bijvoorbeeld in de regulerende signalen in het DNA. Om zowel de evolutie
van organismen als hun biologie te begrijpen is het daarom van het grootste belang om de
evolutie van regulerende mechanismen in kaart te brengen. Het omgekeerde is ook waar: het
bestuderen van de evolutie van regulerende elementen en signalen in de genoomsequentie
kan aanwijzingen geven voor hun functie.
In dit proefschrift beschrijf ik vier studies naar de evolutie en functie van regulerende
mechanismen in planten. Ik concentreer me op regulatie op het chromatine-niveau, namelijk op twee covalente histonmodificaties die een belangrijke rol spelen in ontwikkeling door
deelname aan de repressie van genexpressie. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van
het eiwitcomplex Polycomb repressieve complex 1 (PRC1) dat de histon H2A (H2Aub)
ubiquitineert. Dit eiwitcomplex is oud, aangezien het ontstaan is vóór de laatste gemeenschappelijke voorouder van eukaryoten, maar is ook veranderd van samenstelling en bevat plant-specifieke onderdelen. We laten zien dat alle essentiële onderdelen van PRC1 in
planten in ieder geval al aanwezig waren in de laatste gemeenschappelijke voorouder van de
zaadplanten. Deze oudere datering werpt nieuw licht op het belang van Polycomb-eiwitten
voor de evolutie van moderne planten.
In hoofdstuk 3 richt ik me op een gerelateerd regulerend complex, PRC2, dat verantwoordelijk is voor de histonmodificatie H3K27me3. We analyseren het lot van H3K27me3

na genduplicatie, en tonen aan dat genduplicaten de neiging hebben om de regulatoire toestand van hun voorouder te behouden. We zien dat de aanwezigheid van H3K27me3 correleert met geconserveerde niet-coderende sequenties (CNSs) in de buurt van deze genen.
Het is de eerste keer dat H3K27me3 in planten geassocieerd is met een potentieel genoomwijd regulerend signaal op het DNA-niveau.
Hoofdstuk 4 analyseert de wisselwerking tussen PRC1 en PRC2. Het gangbare model
voor de rekrutering van deze twee complexen stelt dat PRC2 als eerste wordt gerekruteerd
naar een bepaalde locus en de vorming van H3K27me3 katalyseert. PRC1 herkent vervolgens H3K27me3 en zorgt voor de ubiquitinering van H2A. Gebaseerd op een bioinformatische heranalyse van gepubliceerde gegevens over de genoomwijde lokalisatie van PRC1 en
PRC2, laten we zien dat de doelgenen van de twee complexen verschillen in eigenschappen en het rekruteringsmechanisme daarom mogelijk complexer is dan het nu voorgestelde
model.
Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over de evolutionaire impact van H3K27me3. We zien dat genduplicaten met deze modificatie een snellere coderende sequentie-evolutie hebben, maar
een langzamere evolutie van expressiepatronen en gen-regulerende regio’s. We kunnen dus
H3K27me3 associëren met verschillen in evolutionaire uitkomsten, vergeleken met andere
genen.
Dit proefschrift combineert functionele en evolutionaire data om de evolutionaire geschiedenis van een regulerend eiwitcomplex te onthullen en de eigenschappen en het lot van
de gereguleerde genen te analyseren. Al met al werpt het meer licht op de manier waarop
planten de expressie van hun genen reguleren, wat het belang van de integratie van functionele en evolutionaire studies onderstreept.
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